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FOREWORD 

The application of particular treatment processes to solid or liquid alpha bear-
ing wastes, described in the recently published IAEA Technical Reports Series 
No. 287, Treatment of Alpha Bearing Wastes, results in residues that need to be 
converted into a final packed waste form suitable for transport and final disposal. 
A series of matrix materials and technologies is currently available for the condi-
tioning of alpha bearing wastes. The waste forms produced from the conditioning 
processes must satisfy long term disposal requirements and inhibit the release of the 
long lived alpha radionuclides to the biosphere. 

To review and collect updated information on the immobilization of liquid and 
the embedding of solid alpha bearing wastes, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) convened a Technical Committee Meeting on Conditioning of Alpha 
Bearing Wastes which was held in Vienna from 14 to 18 December 1987 and 
attended by nine participants from seven IAEA Member States and an international 
organization. The participants discussed and commented on a draft report, prepared 
by the IAEA Secretariat and two consultants, J. Palmer (United Kingdom) and 
L. Dole (United States of America). After the meeting, the report was revised by 
the IAEA Secretariat and forwarded to participants of the Technical Committee 
Meeting for final comments. The objective of this report is to present state of the 
art information for assessments of the complex options in the management of alpha 
bearing wastes from reprocessing of spent fuels and MOX fuel fabrication. 

The IAEA wishes to thank all those who took part in the preparation of the 
report. Particular acknowledgement is due to the consultants and to the Chairman 
of the meeting, V. Schneider (Federal Republic of Germany1). The officers 
responsible at the IAEA for this report were W. Baehr and D. Saire from the Waste 
Management Section of the Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management. 
The work was completed with the assistance of V. Tsyplenkov of the same section. 

1 This report was compiled before the unification of Germany in 1990. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Alpha bearing wastes are generated during the reprocessing of spent fuel, 
mixed oxide fuel fabrication, decommissioning and other activities. The safe and 
effective management of these wastes is of particular importance owing to the radio-
toxicity and long lived characteristics of certain transuranic (TRU) elements. 

The management of alpha bearing wastes involves a number of stages which 
include collection, characterization, segregation, treatment, conditioning, transport, 
storage and disposal. This report describes the currently available matrices and tech-
nologies for the conditioning of alpha wastes and relates them to their compatibility 
with the other stages of the waste management process. 

The selection of a specific immobilization process is dependent on the waste 
treatment stage and the subsequent handling, transport, storage and disposal require-
ments. A review of the various treatment processes for alpha bearing wastes has been 
the subject of a previous International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Technical 
Report [1]. The handling, transport, storage and disposal requirements of a given 
waste form are specific to an individual facility or country. Therefore a single set 
of performance criteria for waste forms does not exist. However, the overall objec-
tives of immobilization are similar for all waste producers and processors, which are 
to produce: 

(a) Waste forms with sufficient mechanical, physical and chemical stability to 
satisfy all stages of handling, transport and storage (referred to as the short 
term requirements), and 

(b) Waste forms which will satisfy disposal requirements and inhibit the release 
of radionuclides to the biosphere (referred to as the long term requirements). 

A number of testing protocols are applied to conditioned wastes in order to 
characterize the product performance against both short and long term requirements. 
A summary of some of the commonly applied characterization tests and a discussion 
of their relevance to conditioned alpha wastes are included. 

2. ALPHA BEARING WASTES: 
TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The types of alpha bearing wastes and their characteristics are important 
parameters in selecting the appropriate treatment and conditioning technologies. In 
order to effectively manage these diverse waste streams, accurate characterizations 
and categorizations of the diverse waste sources must be made to meet the goals. 

•1 
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Using processes that are available, affordable and reliable, the goals of these treat-
ment and conditioning scenarios are to convert the raw wastes to a form and/or 
package that is acceptable under the prevailing regulatory performance requirements 
and to meet the engineering requirements for disposal. 

These engineering requirements include compatibility with the container, over-
pack, handling, storage, transportation, emplacement, repository barriers and site 
geochemistry. 

2.1. DEFINITIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF ALPHA BEARING WASTES 

Throughout the IAEA Member States, there are several working definitions of 
alpha bearing wastes (see.examples in Section 7). In general, the IAEA defines alpha 
bearing wastes as wastes containing one or more alpha emitting nuclides, usually 
actinides, in quantities above acceptable limits, which are established by national 
regulatory bodies. 

In countries which have shallow land burial (SLB) as a disposal option, the pre-
cise definition of alpha bearing wastes is more important. In countries with SLB, 
threshold concentrations of alpha emitting nuclides are established to distinguish 
between those wastes which qualify for shallow burial and those higher level alpha 
wastes that must be placed in deep geological repositories. 

For example, in the United States of America, which relies on SLB, alpha 
bearing wastes are called TRU wastes and are defined as alpha emitting radionuclides 
with atomic numbers greater than 92 with half-lives greater than 20 years, in concen-
trations greater than 3.7 kBq/g [2]. Also in France, the distinction between alpha and 
non-alpha bearing wastes is based on the disposal criterion established for SLB 
(<0.37 GBq/t of conditioned wastes) [3]. In the United Kingdom, which uses SLB, 
alpha bearing wastes are defined as plutonium contaminated materials and a similar 
approach is used [4]. 

For countries which do not intend to proceed with disposal by SLB, there is 
no need for specific definitions for alpha bearing wastes and waste classifications are 
based on safety assessment of the disposal sites. 

This is valid, for example, for the Federal Republic of Germany1 which has 
instead developed two classes of waste (heat and non-heat generating wastes). 

•6 
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2.2. SOURCES AND CATEGORIES OF ALPHA BEARING WASTES 

Alpha bearing wastes are generated in the nuclear fuel cycle, mainly from fuel 
reprocessing, mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication and isotope production. Also, 
research laboratories and the decommissioning of these facilities are sources of alpha 
bearing wastes. Tables I and II outline the categories, waste sources and currently 
used treatments for the principal alpha bearing wastes arising from the above main 
sources. A detailed review of treatment processes for alpha wastes has been the sub-
ject of a previous IAEA document [1]. 

The categories (e.g. combustible, compactable) for the alpha bearing wastes 
are related to properties of the raw wastes that are key parameters in deciding the 
choice of treatment and/or conditioning technologies and are related to the optimiza-
tion of the processes involved. 

The categories listed in Table III are examples of possible alpha waste classifi-
cation from a chemical engineering viewpoint. Table III also lists some of the poten-
tial treatment and conditioning processes which could be applied to alpha bearing 
wastes. 

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF WASTE CATEGORIES AND POTENTIAL 
TREATMENT AND CONDITIONING PROCESSES 

Potential treatment Potential conditioning 
Waste category 

processes processes 

1. Compactable and Acid digestion Hydraulic binder with/without 
combustible solid Incineration additives 
waste Compaction Bituminization 

Shredding 
Decontamination Embedding into polymers 

2. Non-compactable and Cutting Vitrification 
non-combustible Melting 
solid waste Decontamination Ceramization 

3. Liquid wastes Dewatering Packaging alone 
Ion exchange 
Chemical 
precipitation 

•7 



2.3. SELECTION OF CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGIES 

Since conditioning represents only a single intermediate stage within an overall 
management route for alpha wastes, this process cannot be selected without taking 
into account first the characteristics of the waste resulting from treatment operations 
and second the transport, interim storage and disposal requirements which derive 
from national policies. From this statement it also follows that conditioning opera-
tions must not be restricted to the implementation of immobilization processes, but 
should include packaging. 

Over the last decades, many conditioning processes have been developed for 
alpha wastes. Some of them have reached the industrial scale and are being practised 
in several plants (mainly processes based on cementation and bituminization) while 
others are still under investigation. 

The most important variants for conditioning of alpha bearing wastes are 
quoted in Table III. 

3. MATRIX MATERIALS 

There is a wide range of potential matrix materials available for the immobili-
zation of alpha bearing wastes. The selection of any particular material will be 
governed not only by the waste form performance criteria stipulated by the licensing 
and regulatory bodies but by the type of waste and the extent and method of treatment 
prior to arrival at the conditioning plant. For example, acidic wastes cannot be incor-
porated into cements unless a neutralization treatment stage is available; aqueous 
wastes cannot be incorporated into bitumen (or polymers at high loadings) unless a 
dewatering operation is carried out, etc. The chemistry of the waste and the matrix 
must also be compatible in order to satisfy the processing requirements; for example 
high nitrate bearing solutions may require denitrification to prevent fire risks during 
bituminization and retarding wastes such as borates and citrates may require chemi-
cal pretreatment prior to encapsulation in cements. 

This wide divergence in regulatory, process and waste form requirements has 
led to the investigation and adoption of a variety of conditioning matrices for waste 
immobilization. The main categories are: 

— Cements and cement based materials 
— Bitumen and bitumen based materials 
— Polymers 
— Glasses, ceramic and other inorganic materials and metallic matrices. 

•8 



This section outlines the characteristics of the materials available for alpha 
waste conditioning and indicates some of their properties which have led to their con-
sideration for waste immobilization. 

3.1. CEMENTS AND CEMENT BASED MATERIALS 

Cements have been considered as potential matrices for the immobilization of 
alpha bearing wastes for many years. The term 'cement' in this section is used to 
describe inorganic hydraulic cements which have the ability to react with water at 
ambient conditions to form a hardened mass. 

Inorganic cements are considered attractive for waste solidification as they 
satisfy a number of process and waste form requirements. For example: 

(1) Cements have excellent properties for the retention of actinides both in the 
short term and in the disposal environment. 

(2) Cements are suitable for conditioning wastes ranging in composition from dry 
solids to wet sludges. 

(3) Cements have excellent thermal stability due to their high specific heat and the 
non-flammable nature of the materials. 

(4) Solidification in cement is a simple and low temperature process. 
(5) Cements are composed of thermodynamically stable hydrated salts and have 

well documented physical and chemical properties. 

The most common inorganic cements are those based on calcium silicates such 
as the so-called Portland cements and those based on calcium aluminates, for 
example, high alumina cements. Other inorganic systems based on calcium sulphate 
or gypsum cements have also been investigated for the conditioning of alpha wastes. 

The properties of all the above cements can be modified by the addition of inor-
ganic or organic components to form a wide range of different matrices, which can 
be tailored to meet the specific requirements of individual waste streams. Commonly 
available cement types and additives are: 

Cements: Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) 
Blast-furnace slag cement (BFS) 
Pozzolanic cement 

Additives: Pulverized fuel ash (PFA) 
Reactive silica — silica fume (RS) 
Sand 
Lime 
Cement modifiers 

•9 



3.1.1. Portland cements 

As the major phases in Portland cements react rapidly and exothermically with 
water, the temperature rise in pure Portland cement mixes can be considerable and 
working times limited [5]. This has a significant impact on the cementation process 
and the size of container that can be adopted. 

Apart from the processing requirements, the chemistry of the cement has a 
major influence on compatibility with the waste and the subsequent retention of 
radionuclides. Portland cements release both potassium and sodium ions into solution 
as well as produce significant quantities of calcium hydroxide. Consequently, the pH 
of Portland cement systems is highly alkaline (pH13-14) [6] and this therefore has 
a beneficial effect on reducing the mobility of alpha emitting species (as TRU ele-
ments tend to have low solubility hydroxides). 

In some situations, however, the high alkalinity can be detrimental to waste 
from durability owing to interaction with certain waste components such as ampho-
teric metals or certain forms of silica [7]. Hence it is important that characterization 
of the waste is carried out to ensure compatibility with the cement environment. The 
plutonium contaminated material (PCM) waste can contain both aluminium and 
Pyrex glass which can both be attacked by the high alkalinity of OPC systems. In 
France OPC has been used for the conditioning of alpha bearing technological 
wastes. 

3.1.2. BFS 

BFS is a by-product from the iron melting process and is a mixture of calcium 
alumina and silica with some magnesia. If the slag is cooled rapidly from the furnace, 
it produces a glassy material consisting mainly of calcium aluminosilicates. This 
glassy material has cementitious properties and can be referred to as a latest 
hydraulic binder [8]. This means the slag reacts slowly with water to produce a 
hardened mass. This glassy material is usually ground to a fine powder and should 
correctly be termed ground granulated blast-furnace slag or GGBFS so as to distin-
guish it from other non-hydraulic forms of slag, such as normal slow cooled or 
foamed slags. However, it is commonly referred to in the literature as BFS. 

The hydraulic properties of the slag are governed by both its thermal history 
and the chemical composition and grinding of the slag. There are several formulas 
which have been developed in an attempt to relate chemical composition with reac-
tivity of slags [9]. However, as a general characterization the slags should be basic 
to have cementitious properties, i.e. an excess of alkaline elements such as Ca, Al 
and Mg to Si. A comparison of the chemistry of BFS with other cement types is given 
in Table IV. 

The slow hydration rate of BFS can be accelerated by the addition of alkalis. 
Consequently, BFS is commonly mixed or blended with OPC which liberates alkalis 
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TABLE IV. TYPICAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF COMMON CEMENT 
MATERIAL (wt%) 

Oxide analysis OPC BFS НАС PFA RS 

CaO 64.5 42.5 30 2.0 

Si02 20.0 36.5 — 50.5 

A1203 7.0 11.0 70 30.5 

MgO 1.3 7.0 — 1.5 
Fe203 2.2 0.3 — 8.5 

FeO — — — — 

SO, 2.5 0.2 — 0.5 
Na20 0.4 0.5 1.1 
K20 0.5 0.6 3.2 

during its hydration which, in turn, activates the slag. These blends are known as 
Portland-BFS cements which can be blended to contain between 10 and 80 wt% of 
OPC. This is the basis of many different blended cements marketed worldwide to 
different specifications. 

Apart from activation by OPC, BFS can also be activated by sulphates, e.g. 
calcium sulphate and carbonates such as sodium carbonate. This has led to the 
development of other special cements such as supersulphated cements [10] which 
were used in the Federal Republic of Germany, France and the United Kingdom in 
certain marine environments. Also BFS types are being used in the UK and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany for the conditioning of incinerator ashes. 

3.1.3. Pozzolanic cements 

As defined previously, pozzolanic cements are those in which a reactive form 
of silica is added to OPC in order to react with the Ca(OH)2 liberated during its 
hydration. There are a number of suitable forms of reactive silica available including 
naturally occurring materials such as volcanic tuffs [11] and by-products from indus-
try such as fly ashes from pulverized coal fired power stations [12] and (RS) [13] 
— a finely divided silica fume — produced from the ferrosilicon industry. The most 
commonly used materials are the PFAs. There are several grades of PFA available, 
ranging from the fine electrostatic precipitator ashes (which are pozzolanically very 
reactive) to the coarse furnace bottom ashes (which tend to be less reactive or even 
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inert). Most of the materials used for waste conditioning have tended to be the fine 
PFA type materials. The PFA benefits the grout in both chemical durability perfor-
mance and processing performance [5]. 

The pozzolanic reaction between PFA and lime liberated during OPC hydra-
tion results in the production of calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H) which is benefi-
cial to both strength and densification of the pore structure. The potentially leachable 
and degradable free lime is also removed from the system. For a normal reactivity 
fly ash, the stoichiometric replacement level for complete consumption of lime is 
approximately 35% PFA to 65% OPC. However, improved process performance 
can be achieved at replacement levels of between 60 and 80 wt% in terms of extended 
grout working times, lower heat outputs during hydration and improved pumping 
and rheological properties [5]. The PFA replacement above 35% effectively acts as 
a fine aggregate diluent in the mix. Formulations at these high PFA contents 
have been developed and used for alpha waste solidification at several facilities 
worldwide. 

Reactive silica or silica fume is a very finely divided form of very pure silica. 
The particle size of this material is claimed to be less than 0.15 ¡xm and therefore 
it reacts very rapidly with any Ca(OH)2 liberated during the OPC hydration. The 
purity of the material tends to limit its addition for stoichiometric reaction to between 
10 and 15%. Above this level it becomes an inert filter. The very fine nature of the 
material results in a high water demand which causes rheological and mixing 
problems at replacement levels above 30%. As a consequence, the benefits of 
extended working times and lower setting exotherms cannot be achieved as readily 
using this material as compared to the use of PFA. 

The PFA based pozzolanic cements have been used in Belgium, the UK and 
the USA for immobilization of combustible PCM [14], MOX liquors [15] and low 
level alpha contaminated slurries [16]. 

3.1.4. High alumina cements (HACs) 

HACs are manufactured by smelting bauxite with a suitable source of lime. 
The resulting material is then cast into ingots, cooled and crushed to form a powder. 
Depending on the manufacturing process used, the chemical phases can vary from 
calcium monoaluminate (Ca0Al203) to a mixture of Ca0Al203 and 12Ca07Al203 

[10]. The HACs react very rapidly and exothermically with water to produce quick 
setting cements with high setting temperatures. The hydration products for НАС are 
very temperature and water content dependent. At low temperatures and high water 
contents the metastable Са0А1203ЮН20 calcium aluminate decahydrate or 
2Ca0Al2038H20 dicalcium aluminate octahydrate phases are formed. Upon age-
ing, these convert to a thermodynamically stable hexahydrate form with the loss of 
hydrated alumina gel. This conversion results in a loss of strength and an overall 
increase in porosity [10]. This conversion, however, will not take place if high 
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exotherms and curing temperatures are achieved as only the thermodynamically sta-
ble hexahydrate forms. The НАС waste forms therefore require careful formulation 
if the decahydrate phase is to be avoided without reaching unacceptably high product 
temperatures. 

In Japan, НАС systems are currently being evaluated for conditioning alpha 
bearing pelleted evaporator concentrates and sludges [17]. 

3.1.5. Polymer modified cements 

The relatively poor performance of cement systems (particularly OPCs) for the 
retention of radionuclides from the alkali and alkaline earth groups has led to the 
development of polymer modifications for cement systems. 

Two main approaches have been adopted on the basis of impregnation of the 
set cement porosity by polymers or the addition of polymers to the fresh cement mix 
to act as an impervious block in the matrix porosity. 

Polymer impregnated cements (PICs) commonly involve injection of mono-
mers such as styrene and methylmecrylate into the open porosity of the cements and 
then polymerizing them in situ by some suitable means such as beta irradiation or 
thermally activated free radical catalysts. The result is an improvement in leach 
resistance and often strength, particularly for cements with naturally high porosity. 

The other major approach involves adding the polymer to the cement at the 
mixing stage to produce polymer cement concrete (PCC). Within PCCs there are 
also two main approaches. The first involves the addition of a latex of solid polymer 
dispersed in water. This is then mixed with cement which then hydrates leaving the 
polymer to form membranes coating the pores within the matrix. No further poly-
merization or cross-linking tends to be carried out after this stage. The second main 
class of PCCs involves mixing an activated resin with the cement so hydration of the 
cement and curing of the resin occur simultaneously. 

Although these materials have been reported to show significant improvements 
over pure OPC cement systems for the retention of alkali soluble fission products 
such as 137Cs [18], their value for the immobilization of alpha bearing wastes is less 
certain. 

3.1.6. Additives for improving waste/matrix compatibility 

A number of wastes have the potential to interact with cement adversely either 
in terms of waste form quality or of process operations. 

Potential problems with waste/cement interactions include: 

(i) Acceleration or retardation of the cement hydration processes leading to 
unacceptable processing times (e.g. borates and citric acid) [5]; 

(ii) Interaction between the waste and cement leading to deterioration of 
waste form quality (e.g. organic ion exchange resins and sulphates) [19]. 
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These types of problems can usually be overcome by pretreating the waste 
prior to cementation. However, in some cases the cement formulation can be modi-
fied with additives to reduce these effects and thus eliminate a pretreatment stage. 

One commonly used additive is Ca(OH)2 which is usually added to OPC at 
levels of approximately 50 wt% and is often called masonry cement. The high levels 
of Ca(OH)2 give a large reservoir which dominates the cement solution chemistry 
and thus buffers the system against wastes which interact by reacting or precipitating 
with calcium ions. Common examples of such wastes areorganic ion exchange resins 
and MOX liquors. The excess of Ca(OH)2 reduces the strength compared to a Port-
land cement system and increases the volume fraction of the matrix that may be 
leached or attacked by aggressive ions. It is unlikely that the excess of Ca(OH)2 will 
afford any additional benefits for alpha waste immobilization as the alkalinity of the 
unmodified cement system is sufficient to precipitate the TRU elements and the 
reduction in long term durability owing to the high free Ca(OH)2 content of the sys-
tem may be the predominant factor on longer term nuclide retention. 

3.1.7. Additives for improving processing operations 

There are a number of commercially available admixtures for cements and 
concretes. These fall into the following main categories: 

— Rheology modifiers, i.e. plasticizers and superplasticizers; 
— Set modifiers, i.e. retarders and accelerators; 
— Pumping aids, i.e. air entraining agents. 

Plasticizers and superplasticizers improve the rheology of cement systems by 
imparting higher fluidity for a given water to cement ratio. This can have the benefit 
of allowing higher cement additions to viscous slurry wastes to improve the product 
properties (at the expense of waste loadings). The penetrating power of cement 
grouts for solid waste conditioning can also be improved to allow wastes to be 
infilled with lower and smaller voidages or to allow lower water content grouts to 
be used. 

The set modifiers can either retard or accelerate the cement setting processes 
or in some cases maintain set times but reduce the heat evolution from the cement 
to minimize setting temperature rises. These can have benefits in solid waste grout-
ing applications to adjust the working times of the grouts to allow usually longer 
infilling times. Alternatively they can be added to liquid or slurry wastes to modify 
setting times although their performance in high salt environments is often variable. 
Retarders have been used in Belgium to aid processing of alpha wastes in cement 
systems. 

Pumping aids such as air entraining agents can be of assistance in the place-
ment of cement grouts for solid waste solidification. In addition, air entrainment of 
cements does improve resistance to environmental weathering. 
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Although the benefits of these additives can be significant for waste condition-
ing, there are several areas where caution should be applied to their use. 

Additive interaction with cement is very specific to the source and type of 
cement, and the optimization of the dosage level for each individual additive needs 
to be established. The effects of overdosing on rheology, segregation and setting 
times can often be dramatic and their performance in the presence of wastes can be 
unpredictable. These uncertainties can limit their application to conditioning plants 
with flexible feeds which need to adjust constantly for these variations. Also, the 
majority of these additives are organic and their role in the long term mobility of 
actinides is still to be fully understood. 

3.1.8. Cement fillers 

Sand or siliceous aggregates are the most commonly applied additives in 
cement systems. As they tend to be significantly cheaper than the cement, they are 
added predominantly to reduce costs. There can also be other benefits in adding 
sand, however, and these include: 

— Reduction of setting exotherms, 
— Improvement of mixing efficiency in low shear mixers, 
— Reduction in dimensional movements of waste forms. 

Sand also has disadvantages, however, and these include: 

— Increased wear of plant equipment, 
— Increased difficulties in placement and pumping, 
— Lower durability by lowering the cement/waste ratio of liquid and slurry 

mixers. 

Sand has been widely used in Belgium, France and Japan in cement formula-
tions for alpha waste conditioning [15, 20]. 

3.2. BITUMEN AND BITUMEN BASED MATERIALS 

3.2.1. Types and properties of bitumen 

Bitumens are heavy natural residues from the distillation of petroleum [21, 22]. 
Since these materials are residues from the refining of crude petroleum and some 
coaltar operations, they are complex mixtures of asphaltene and malthene com-
pounds of widely varying molecular weights. These complex refinery by-products 
are thermoplastic polymers with viscosities that are reduced by raising the tempera-
ture. Table V summarizes the currently applied range of bitumens used in the 
immobilization of wastes. 
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TABLE V. CHARACTERISTICS OF BITUMEN TYPES 

Property D i r e C t B i t u m e n (УРе 

distillation (oxidized) 

Density: g/cm3 (25°C) 1.0--1.11 1.02--1.04 
Softening point: °Ca 34--65 7 0 - 140 
Flash point: °Ca 230--250 250--290 
Penetration: mm (25°C) 2 - -22 0.7--4.5 

Values are very dependent on test method; the same method for accurate comparisons must 
be used. 

The bitumen polymers are relatively inert binders, forming a continuous water 
insoluble, impermeable encapsulating matrix that surrounds the dried particles of 
raw waste residues. 

Waste loading and the particle size distribution of the raw waste residues have 
a great effect on the thickness of the bitumen barriers between the encapsulated solids 
(Fig. 1). Therefore, the rates and degrees of swelling will be dependent on the parti-
cle size of the waste and its loading into the bitumen. So, the optimum choice of 
waste loading will depend on these factors and the immersion durability required by 
the particular disposal scheme. 

Treatment of bitumen has been applied to modify their mechanical properties, 
creep rates and strain dependent compressive strengths. Cross-linking agents, 
oxygen and sulphur additions have been used but not as yet fully explored. They 
build the viscosity by linking lower molecular weight polymers together. The addi-
tion of oxygen links occurs during the heating and blowing of oxidized bitumens, 
a process that also volatilizes the light fractions of bitumen compounds. The blowing 
and oxygen addition are probably also responsible for the increase in viscosities with 
age of heated, recirculated bitumen in processes where the hot bitumen is held to be 
added later to the raw or treated wastes. The use of sulphur as a 'vulcanizing' agent 
has been studied in the laboratory and may be an effective means of making the 
matrix 'tougher', that is more resistant to creep and swelling. 

3.2.2. Material limitations and hazards 

Some components of these natural by-products are hazardous chemicals. The 
light fractions of the bitumen and bitumen thermal degradation products are also 
steam stripped during the evaporation process and can contaminate the condensate 
with significant levels of organics that some nations classify as hazardous. 
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FIG. 1. Thickness of the bitumen layers between spherical resin particles. 
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These waste forms do not generally represent fire hazards. While flash points 
of commonly used bitumens are high, these materials can support combustion if high 
temperatures can be reached and maintained, particularly if oxidizing species are 
present in the waste streams. For example, at high nitrate loadings (>40 wt%), these 
waste forms can burn without additional oxygen, if their autoignition points are 
reached. 

3.3. POLYMERS , 

Polymers have been considered for radioactive waste disposal for many years 
[23, 24]. The main benefit usually ascribed to them is improved leach resistance 
when compared with cement, owing to the formation of non-porous matrices. 

Other desirable properties include compatibility with other organic based 
wastes (e.g. organic ion exchange resins) and chemical inertness in the presence of 
certain reactive materials (e.g. aluminium). Like cements, polymer matrices have 
been investigated for the encapsulation of both solid and liquid slurry wastes. 

A number of different polymer systems have been investigated for radioactive 
waste immobilization. Apart from urea formaldehyde systems which are no longer 
used, the main groups are: 

(a) Thermosetting resins, i.e. materials which are polymerized in situ from 
monomers or prepolymers. They include polyesters, vinylesters, epoxy resins 
and polyurethanes. 

(b) Thermoplastic resins, i.e. materials which are used as fully formed matrices 
which soften when heated, such as bitumen. They include polyethylene and 
polyvinylchloride (PVC). 

The characteristics of those materials are described in the following sections. 

3.3.1. Urea formaldehyde 

Urea formaldehyde was first marketed in 1972 [25] for the solidification of 
LLW. It gained rapid acceptance as a result of its processing advantages over avail-
able cement systems. Its use was ultimately discontinued in 1981 as a consequence 
of waste forms not being able to routinely meet evolving performance criteria. 
The use of that matrix for conditioning of alpha contaminated wastes is not 
recommended. 
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3.3.2. Thermosetting materials 

3.3.2.1. Polyesters 

Polyesters are cross-linked polymers produced by condensation reactions 
between polyhydric alcohols and polybasic acids. Various chain lengths and degrees 
of cross-linking can be achieved by varying the nature and proportion of the different 
monomers and the reaction conditions. The use of such resins for waste conditioning 
has been studied in the USA [26], France [27] and Japan [28]. 

A common drawback of polyester systems is the need for precise formulation 
and stringent curing procedures to exclude leaving unreacted hazardous chemicals 
in the system. 

3.3.2.2. Vinylesters 

Vinylesters are a subclass of polyesters in which double carbon-carbon bonds 
are introduced by using an unsaturated acid monomer such as maleic or fumaric acid. 
Typically vinylesters are used as proprietary formulations in which a prepolymer is 
dissolved in a suitable solvent such as styrene. This solvent can take part in the poly-
merization process by modifying the repeating structural unit or altering the degree 
of cross-linking. The polymerization is started by adding a suitable catalyst to the 
system. Advantages of vinylesters over saturated polyesters are increased chemical 
resistance and better performance in the presence of water. A drawback is the use 
of styrene which may present unacceptable health and fire risks. Vinylesters have 
been studied for waste encapsulation in the USA [29]. 

3.3.2.3. Epoxy resins 

Epoxy resins are a family of thermosetting resins formed in two polymeriza-
tion stages: first a linear polyol is made by the addition of an epichlorohydrin to a 
diol such as diphenylolpropane (commercially known as bisphenol-A). Then this 
linear polyol is cross-linked by condensation with a suitable reagent known as a 
hardener, typically an aliphatic polyamine, or by autocondensation in the presence 
of a suitable catalyst. Quite a range of physicochemical properties can be obtained 
by varying the ratio of the epichlorohydrin to the diol and the nature and proportion 
of the hardener. 

Generally epoxy systems tend to be less sensitive to variations in formulation 
than polyester or vinylester systems and they do not contain volatile constituents. 
However, the cross-linking reactions can be highly exothermic, hence careful formu-
lation, including diluents and/or fillers, may be necessary to prevent thermal degra-
dation of the matrix. 
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The use of epoxy resins for conditioning of radioactive waste has been studied 
in France [30] and in the UK [31]. 

3.3.2.4. Polyurethanes 

Polyurethanes are produced by the additive interaction of an isocyanate and a 
polyol in the presence of suitable catalysts. Depending on the polyol used and the 
reaction conditions, the final product can present various degrees of crystallinity, 
molecular symmetry and cross-linking. 

They tend to have limited working times and can be highly exothermic during 
polymerization, thereby resulting in thermal degradation of the waste. 

Polyurethanes have been studied in the USA [32] for the embedding of waste. 

3.3.3. Thermoplastic materials 

3.3.3. J. Polyethylene 

Polyethylene is a lightweight thermoplastic material formed by more or less 
cross-linked chains of saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons. The properties depend upon 
the molecular weight and the structure of the material (crystallinity and degree of 
cross-linking). Two basic varieties are usually described: 

— High density ( - 9 5 0 kg/m3, softening point ~130°C) 
— Low density ( - 9 2 0 kg/m3, softening point ~85°C) 

Evaporation concentrates, incinerator ashes and ion exchange resins have been 
solidified in polyethylene and studies have been carried out in the USA and Nether-
lands [33]. The obtained waste forms have good mechanical properties and are quite 
resistant against water immersion and thermal cycling. 

3.3.3.2. PVC 

PVC is a thermoplastic material obtained by polymerization of vinyl chloride 
H2C-CHC1. It differs from polyethylene by the substitution of one half of the hydro-
gen atoms by chlorine atoms. As for poly ethylenes, the properties depend upon the 
molecular weight, the crystallinity and the degree of cross-linking; they also depend 
on the degree of randomness of the repetition of the CI and H atoms. 

In Japan [34], PVC is used to solidify tributylphosphate (TBP) separated from 
spent solvent. The resin particles first absorb the organic liquid and on heating swell 
and incorporate the TBP into the network structure. The so plasticized PVC is com-
posed of crystalline and amorphous domains; the first ones act as knots in the struc-
ture and prevent the amorphous parts from segregating as a fluid phase. Some 
additives such as elastomers and Ca(OH)2 are used to prevent thermal cracking and 
water included foaming. 
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3.3.4. Polymer additives 

A number of additives are available for modifying the properties of polymer 
systems. They can be divided into three main groups depending on their functions. 
These are set modifiers, viscosity modifiers and diluents and filters. 

3.3.4.1. Set modifiers 

There are a number of different additives that can be added to adjust the setting 
characteristics of different polymer matrices. Depending on their nature and concen-
tration, they can not only adjust setting speed but also modify the physical properties 
of the polymer by altering chain length and cross-linking. 

3.3.4.2. Viscosity modifiers 

In order to meet the processing requirements for waste conditioning, it may 
be necessary to modify the viscosity of the starting products being used. This can 
be achieved in several ways, including modification of the monomer or prepolymer 
units or the addition of diluents. 

3.3.4.3. Diluents and fillers 

Diluents and fillers can be added to: 

(1) Reduce costs: the price of polymer matrices can be considerable and therefore 
major savings can be achieved by addition of diluents; 

(2) Control heat output during exothermic curing reactions; 
(3) Improve performance criteria such as fire resistance or water tolerance. 

Diluents and fillers can be either liquids (e.g. coaltars) or solids (e.g. calcium 
carbonate). The amount that can be added is limited by processing requirements (e.g. 
rheology) and waste form quality criteria (e.g. leach resistance). 

3.4. CERAMIC MATERIALS 

Several of the groups working on the development of ceramic waste forms 
have adopted a 'tailored' ceramic approach, in which the objective is to immobilize 
the radionuclides in crystalline hosts forming phase assemblages which are mutually 
compatible. The crystalline systems investigated are supercalcine, magnetoplumbite 
based ceramics, SYNROC and aluminosilicates. Other tailored materials, which may 
loosely be described as ceramics, are the sphene based glass ceramics. The charac-
teristics of these waste forms, and the fabrication methods used to prepare them, are 
referenced below. 
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3.4.1. Supercalcine 

This is a waste form initially developed at Pennsylvania State University [35] 
in the USA. It can be defined as a largely crystalline assemblage of compatible, 
refractory and leach resistant solid solution phases, tailor-made by solution mixing 
carefully chosen additives to liquid waste so that, on calcination, stable crystalline 
compounds containing the fission products and actinides are formed. 

These materials have been evaluated mainly for the conditioning of high level 
wastes and have been designed to fix both fission products and the lanthanide ele-
ments. The actinides are assumed to behave similarly to the lanthanides within the 
matrix. 

3.4.2. Magnetoplumbite assemblages 

A group at the Rockwell International Corp. Science Center [36] in the USA 
has carried out laboratory scale development work on two magnetoplumbite based 
crystalline assemblages for immobilization of the US Savannah River Plant wastes. 
Their approach is one of 'minimum tailoring' to maximize the waste loading. Waste 
contents of 60 wt% and 70 wt% have been achieved for alumina based and titania 
based assemblages respectively, by incorporating the residual processing chemicals 
into the assemblages. This contrasts with the SYNROC approach of Ringwoodet al. 
[37], to be discussed later, which tried only to include fission products and actinides 
in the mineral phases, which limits the waste content of the ceramic to 20 wt%. 

In the Rockwell case, alumina, silica and rare earth oxide tailoring is used to 
form an assemblage of magnetoplumbite, uraninite, spinel and nepheline, while in 
the second case [37], the additives alumina, silica, titania, zirconia, calcium oxide 
and rare earth oxides give an assemblage consisting of a zirconolite type fluorite, 
magnetoplumbite, spinel and nepheline. The latter system takes advantage of the 
most leach resistant phases in the alumina based assemblages and in the titanate based 
SYNROC D ceramic form. In both cases the favoured fabrication route is hot 
isostatic pressing. 

3.4.3. SYNROC 

Ringwood and his co-workers at the Australia National University, Canberra, 
adopted a geochemical approach to nuclear waste immobilization [38]. They selected 
natural minerals in which radioactive elements were known to have been immobi-
lized for geological time-scales in a wide range of geochemical environments, and 
developed synthetic assemblages containing analogues of those minerals. These 
materials have been evaluated mainly for the conditioning of high level wastes and 
have been designed to fix fission products, among which are the lanthanide elements. 
The developers have shown that actinides would also be incorporated safely in the 
lanthanide host phase. A more extensive review of those materials is available [39]. 
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3.4.4. Aluminosilicate assemblages 

At the Institute of Nuclear Waste Technology of the Nuclear Research Centre, 
Karlsruhe, aluminosilicate ceramics are currently being developed for immobilizing 
TRU wastes. This conditioning method consists of embedding the waste oxide 
particles in the ceramic body, thereby forming a composite waste form. Figure 2 
gives the basic information about the texture of the waste form. This type of ceramic 
matrix tolerates wide compositional changes of waste without impairing the hydro-
lytic, thermal and radiation stability, as well as the potential for high waste loadings. 
Waste oxide loadings of 30 ± 10 wt% and, in some special cases, up to 60 wt% 
are possible. 

• waste phases(30+10wt%): 
- metals(e-phase:Mo,Ru,Rh1Pd,Tc,...), 
- oxides( (U,Pu)02,Am203,Ru02,Zr02 ), 
- siliccrfes(CsAISi04,SrAI2Si208,ZrSi04 ), 
- molybddtes(CaMo04,...), 

FIG. 2. Principles of microstructure and phase composition of a TRU waste bearing ceramic 
product. 
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The feasibility of this TRU waste conditioning has been demonstrated by cer-
amization of the following kinds of original TRU wastes from the reprocessing and 
fuel element fabrication on the laboratory scale: 

— Dissolver residues 
— Ashes from the dry incineration of burnable TRU wastes 
— Residues from the acid digestion of burnable TRU wastes 
— Actinide slurries, separated from middle level waste (MLW) solutions after 

precipitation 
— Solutions, generated during fuel element fabrication. 

A more detailed description of the technology of this TRU waste ceramization 
method is given in Refs [40, 41]. 

3.5. METALLIC MATRICES 

A number of metallic matrices have originally been investigated for waste 
encapsulation on the laboratory scale. These include lead, lead tin, aluminium-
silicon, stainless steel and copper [42, 43]. These have mainly been considered for 
encapsulation of calcined ceramic pellets. After the initial studies, further work has 
concentrated on lead alloy and aluminium-silicon matrix materials [44]. 

The limitations of the metallic matrices are that they are only suitable for a 
narrow category of wastes that are stable at high temperatures. 

3.6. GLASS BASED MATRICES 

3.6.1. Glasses 

Glasses have been considered as potential matrices for immobilization of high 
level waste (HLW) for many years [45]. The HLW solutions produced during 
reprocessing operations contain significant quantities of alpha activity from TRU ele-
ments along with high levels of beta-gamma activity from the fission products. The 
overall high activity levels of these wastes give rise to heat generation which leads 
to specific problems in storage, treatment and conditioning of these wastes. Conse-
quently HLWs tend to be treated as a specific waste category and are generally not 
classed as normal alpha bearing waste streams. The glass matrices developed for 
HLWs can, however, potentially be applied to other types of waste. Benefits often 
associated with glass matrices include: good radiation stability, low leach rates and 
good thermal stability. 

Categories of glass which have been studied extensively for waste immobiliza-
tion include the borosilicate and phosphate systems. 
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Phosphate glass systems have been found to be potentially corrosive to the 
waste form canister and to show a marked deterioration in properties on crystalliza-
tion. Therefore most studies have concentrated on the use of borosilicate glasses. 

Borosilicate glasses (based on an Si02-Na20B203 system) exhibit a wide 
tolerance for waste composition variations. Some limitations do exist however for 
wastes containing significant quantities of sulphate resulting from phase separation. 

3.6.2. Sphene based glass ceramics 

In Canada, sphene (CaTiSi05) has been investigated as a matrix for HLW 
[46]. It is believed that the sphene structure should be more capable of accommodat-
ing a wide range of impurities into a glass solid solution. Its use for the conditioning 
of alpha waste has not been fully developed at this stage. 

3.6.3. High temperature incineration slag 

In Belgium, high temperature slagging incineration has been developed for the 
integrated treatment and conditioning of alpha contaminated wastes [47]. The result 
is an amorphous slag with the following composition: 

Random network formers: Si02 40-60% 
AI2O3 5-20% 

Random network modifiers: MgO 0.10% 
CaO 5-20% 
FeO 10-40% 
Others 0-5% 

This material, formed by slagging of non-combustible waste materials such as 
thermal insulation layers, ventilation filters and contaminated sand with eventual 
addition of non-active fluxes, has been used with various kinds of combustible waste 
including cellulose materials and both halogen free and halogenated plastics and 
elastomers. It is obtained as granules of tempered glass which can be eventually 
encapsulated in a secondary matrix or converted to a monolithic form by remelting 
or hot pressing. 

3.6.4. Sodium silicate based systems 

The mixture of sodium silicate and silica phosphate is being developed in Japan 
to immobilize alpha bearing wastes [34, 48]. Sodium silicates react with silica phos-
phate to produce a fine glassy structure. The addition of cements is effective in 
increasing the strength of the waste form because the cement can absorb the water 
resulting from dehydration of sodium silicates and silica phosphates. With this 
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process, high loading of aqueous wastes can be obtained. This kind of matrix has 
been investigated for floes and evaporator concentrates in Japan. 

3.6.5. Melted ashes 

The Power Reactor and Nuclear Development Corp. (PNC) in Tokyo is 
operating an electroslag remelting unit in the plutonium contaminated waste treat-
ment facility (PWTF) where the incinerated ash and oxide slags are used to immobi-
lize alpha bearing waste [49]. Major components of these ashes, Si02, A1203, MgO 
and Fe203, are melted to yield ceramic blocks of which the major phases are for-
sterite, anorthite and angite. 

3.6.6 Hydrothermal silicates 

The mixture of waste and additives such as Si02 and alkaline solutions is con-
verted into synthetic rocks under the hydrothermal conditions of 250-350°C and 
pressures of up to 30 MPa. In Japan PNC is developing this technique for the 
immobilization of the reprocessing wastes such as incinerator ash, silver zeolite, 
silica gel, sodium nitrate powder and chemical sludges [50]. 

A summary of where these different matrix materials have been applied to 
alpha wastes is given in Table VI. 

4. IMMOBILIZATION PROCESSES 

This section describes the immobilization processes that are being used or that 
can potentially be adopted for alpha waste conditioning. The processes described can 
be categorized into the following main areas: 

(a) Solidification processes for liquid wastes, 
(b) Grouting or embedding processes for solid wastes, 
(c) Elevated temperature extrusion processes, 
(d) High temperature glass or ceramic processes. 

The mixing and grouting processes are the most commonly applied technolo-
gies. The selection of the individual process is usually dictated by the physical nature 
of the waste. Each process can be used with a number of different matrix materials 
and therefore a detailed description of potential process variations is given only once 
in the sections which consider cement and bitumen. The same principles do apply 
however to other materials such as polymers. 
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4.1. CEMENT PROCESSES 

There are a large number of cementation processes available for use in alpha 
waste conditioning. In order to rationalize the wide array of equipment and technolo-
gies in use, it is important to define the two main processing concepts in which 
cement can be used to condition wastes. 

The main criterion in the selection of a cementation process is the physical 
form of the waste (see Section 3.1). For liquid and slurry wastes, the waste can be 
mixed with the cement to form a hardened mass. This can take place in the storage 
or disposal container (often referred to as 'in-drum' mixing) or mixing can be per-
formed in a separate container and then be transferred to the appropriate container 
(known as batch mixing). Alternatively, the waste and cement can be fed through 
the mixer simultaneously and then placed in the container. This method is referred 
to as continuous mixing. 

Solid materials are usually placed in the disposal container and then a suitable 
cement water paste is introduced to infill the voids and intersties within the waste. 
This process is known as grouting and allows the cement to be mixed with the water 
inactively. The penetration of the waste by the grout can be facilitated by vibration 
if required. 

4.1.1. Cementation of liquids 

4.1.1.1. In-drum mixing 

The in-drum mixing process involves mixing the waste and the cement in the 
disposal container, using usually a simple mixing blade. There have been a number 
of different methods employed for mixing the waste and cement components in 
drums and these include: 

(1) Cement and waste placed in the drum and then mixed, 
(2) Cement in the drum first and then waste added slowly with mixing, 
(3) Waste in the drum first and then cement added slowly with mixing. 

Apart from the basic order of addition of the components, the other major 
option involves whether to leave the mixing blade to set in the waste form, often 
referred to the 'lost paddle' or 'disposable paddle' process, or whether to remove 
the mixing blade. This latter method is known as the reusable paddle system. The 
basic characteristics of these options are summarized below. 

4.1.1.2. Cement and waste addition prior to mixing 

One of the simplest processes for mixing waste and cement involves placing 
the dry cement into a drum with the liquid or slurry waste on top. A weight is then 
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of an in-drum mixing process [51]. 

added to the drum and the lid placed on top and sealed. The drum is then rolled or 
tumbled and the weight falls under gravity to give some mixing action. A schematic 
representation is given in Fig. 3 [51]. 

The advantages of this process are that there are very few moving parts and 
no need for complex waste and cement feed systems. 

The disadvantages of this system are: 

(i) Poor drum utilization (at least 30% of the drum space is required to allow 
mixing); 

(ii) Poor mixing efficiency, not suitable for viscous mixes; 
(iii) Potential for major contamination if drum/lid seal is breached; 
(iv) Damage of drum or coating. 

These mixers have been used in the USA for incinerator ashes; however, these 
systems are not generally recommended for alpha waste conditioning. 
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4.1.1.3. Cement in drum first 

The advantages of preloading the drum with cement and then metering in the 
waste during mixing are that this process avoids the need for cement feed lines to 
the active area. The difficulties associated with this system include: 

(a) Poor drum utilization, particularly for waste forms with high cement contents; 
(b) High viscosity during mixing, imposing higher engineering requirements; 
(c) Need for more complex paddle design. 

The poor drum utilization is due to the limited amount of cement that can be 
placed in the drum. 

Adding the waste to the cement results in a substantial increase in viscosity 
since during the initial stages, the waste to cement ratio is nearly zero. This results 
in thickening and 'balling' of the mix. As further waste is added, the viscosity 
reduces to the minimum of the final grout viscosity. A diagrammatic representation 
of a typical viscosity/torque profile for this type of mix is given in Fig. 4. In order 
to achieve this profile, an efficient mixer head or geometry may be required to break 
down any agglomerations formed during the initial stages and evenly distribute them 
throughout the product. 

Also close tolerances between the mixing vessel wall and the mixing blade will 
be required to remove 'caked' material from the sides if a homogeneous waste form 
is to be achieved. 

Waste in drum f irst 

' Cement in drum f i rst 

<• 0 
Time (mini 

FIG. 4. Effect of mixing procedure on the torque profile for the in-drum mixing processes. 
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4.1.1.4. Waste in drum first 

In this process the waste is added to the drum and then the cement is metered 
in with constant stirring. The advantage of this process is that the powder is always 
being added to a liquid, hence the viscosity ranges from that of the raw waste to a 
maximum close to that of the final waste form. A typical viscosity/torque profile for 
this kind of mixing operation is shown in Fig. 4. The volume loading of the drum 
can also be optimized as the quantity of cement added can be varied widely depend-
ing on the water demand of the waste. 

The main problems associated with waste in the drum first are related to feed-
ing the inactive cement powders into the active area in an accurate and controlled 
manner without breaking the containment. As with all these mixing techniques, 
paddle design, mixing speed and powder or waste addition rates are critical 
parameters in producing homogeneous waste forms. Too fast a cement addition rate, 
too slow a mixing speed or an inefficient paddle design can all lead to poor incor-
poration of the cement into the waste. Conversely, the faster mixing speed can lead 
to increased swell and splashing during mixing, resulting in a reduction of the usable 
mixing volume in the drum. These difficulties, however, tend to be related to the 
establishment of operating conditions and not to an inherent limitation of the process. 

This type of process is the basis of the design for all the recent major liquid 
and slurry cement based conditioning plants in the UK [52] and will be used to treat 
alpha bearing wastes from reprocessing raffinates and alpha bearing sludges from 
discharge cleanup processes. It is also being used in Belgium for MOX liquors [53]. 

Apart from the basic design concepts of cement and waste additions, the other 
main variation in plant design is the 'lost' or 'disposable' paddle versus the reusable 
paddle plants. 

The major advantage of the reusable paddle system is that it tends to be cheaper 
and allows a more sophisticated paddle design to be used, which may overcome some 
of the processing problems associated with viscous wastes or cement in the drum first 
techniques. The major disadvantage of this system is that it involves the generation 
of active cement contaminated secondary wastes from the paddle removal and clean-
ing operations. Also the containment on the drum has to be broken during paddle 
removal, which may have a significant impact on operational safety for alpha bearing 
streams. Plants with reusable paddles have been used in Belgium for MOX liquors 
and in the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre for low and medium level liquid con-
centrates generated in the reprocessing plant in Karlsruhe [53]. 

The lost paddle system involves leaving the paddle in the waste form to set and 
form an integral part of the subsequent disposal package. The main advantage of this 
system is that it does not generate any difficult to process cement contaminated 
secondary wastes [54]. 

The disadvantages of the system result from increased costs of the package 
owing to the loss of the mixing paddle. This often leads to only simple paddle designs 
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being used which may lead to tighter operational parameters being applied. All the 
major waste conditioning facilities being adopted in the UK use the lost paddle 
philosophy for mixing liquid and slurry wastes [55]. 

4.1.1.5. Continuous mixers 

There are a large number of continuous mixers available which can be used 
for immobilizing liquid and slurry wastes. These mixers take two feeds, one for 
cement and one for the waste, mix them together and then convey them to the dis-
posal container. The main advantage of these systems is that very large throughputs 
of waste can be treated in a single operation. 

The two main kinds of plant involve either mechanical mixing of the cement 
and waste streams prior to transfer or use of turbulent flow or venturi type mixing. 

The mechanical mixers can treat thick viscous wastes and mixes and can 
introduce high amounts of shear to the mix if engineering tolerances are small. Alter-
natively, if tolerances are large, coarse slurry wastes can be processed in these 
systems. The venturi or jet type mixers are only suitable for moderate to high fluidity 
formulations and have the potential for exceedingly high throughputs. 

The main problems associated with both forms of these mixers are that 
accurate control of both cement and waste feeds to the mixer are required to obtain 
a consistent product and to prevent blocking of the lines. 

The waste feeds also require homogenization, particularly for slurries, to 
ensure consistent processing. The jet type mixers also entrain significant amounts of 
air so some form of de-entraining is necessary prior to placement. 

The need for consistency of input feeds makes this mixer more suitable for 
single continuous operations rather than stop/start type processing for infilling large 
numbers of small containers (unless some intermediate hold-up and batching tank is 
provided). There are also secondary wastes generated owing to washing out of this 
type of mixer but these are usually small in terms of volume, compared to the amount 
of waste processed. The wash water can, however, be considered as part of the liquid 
waste. 

The jet type mixers have been used in the USA by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory for its hydrofracture grouting process. Plant throughputs of up to 
1000 L/min have been used for continuous operations of approximately 12 h to 
process 700 000 L of waste which contained low levels of alpha contamination [56]. 

The lower throughput mechanical mixers have been used in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany for slurry wastes [57]. 

4.1.1.6. Batch type mixers 

Batch mixers involve mixing the waste and cement in a separate mixing vessel 
and then transferring it to the disposal container. The advantages are that waste 
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preconditioning, if required, can be carried out prior to cementation (e.g. pH adjust-
ment). Also, mixes for several packages can be carried out, thereby reducing the 
effects of variations in waste streams and allowing shorter processing times. Batch 
mixers can either be simple vessel stirrer systems or sophisticated high speed/high 
shear mixers within carefully calculated geometry mixing tanks. It is possible with 
accurate metering to use a greater percentage of the drum volume than the up to 90% 
volume utilization achievable for in-drum mixing. 

The prime disadvantage of batch mixers for liquid and slurry waste condition-
ing is associated with secondary waste from plant washdown and increased plant 
maintenance due to the associated valve, pumping and metering equipment necessary 
to transfer the mixed product to the disposal container. Owing to these difficulties, 
this kind of mixing process is not widely used for alpha waste conditioning. 

4.1.2. Embedding of solids 

The conditioning of solid wastes can be achieved by a grouting process. This 
occurs where either an inactive cement grout is prepared and then transferred to the 
container with the solid waste or the solid waste is mixed with the cement matrix 
and then placed in the waste container. The grout coats the waste and fills the voids 
and interstices within the waste and then sets to produce a solidified mass. The main 
variations in technology for this process are in the techniques for preparation of the 
grout, methods for transferring the grout to the waste package and the method of 
assisting the infilling of the solid waste. 

4.1.2.1. Grout preparation 

The techniques and equipment used in grout preparation are very dependent 
on the type of formula selected which, in turn, is related to the waste characteristics 
and the waste form performance criteria. The other main consideration when select-
ing mixing equipment will depend on the amount of automation and quality assurance 
required for the process. 

A number of cement mixers are available which can be used to produce grouts 
for the solidification of wastes. Their efficiency and the properties they impart to the 
grout vary widely. This has a major impact on the subsequent processing operations 
of grout transfer and placement. The major requirement of any cement grout is that 
it must have sufficient fluidity to infill the required voidage within the package. One 
approach has been to package the waste in a drum and then encapsulate that package 
with a suitable cement grout or concrete. An alternative approach is to infill the voids 
or the waste with a cement grout to form a monolithic waste/cement block. 

The first option allows low technology mixing systems to be used as well as 
a wide range of materials and aggregates. The processing requirements of the grout 
or concrete to be sufficiently fluid to infill the annulus may be controlled by the water 
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content, the addition of admixtures or the application of vibration. As normal con-
cretes can be used in this process, it is possible to use conventional concrete mixing 
equipment. This kind of process was used up to the late 1970s to encapsulate con-
taminated wastes in the UK for sea dumping packages and is being used in France 
at La Hague for certain alpha bearing technological wastes. 

The alternative approach of infilling the voids of the waste with cement grout 
limits the maximum particle size of the grout to that of the smallest void to be filled 
within the waste. Consequently, for wastes with only small voids, cement grouts are 
used that contain no coarse aggregates or sand. In the absence of coarse materials 
to aid mixing, efficient mixing systems are required to ensure complete dispersion 
of the cement powders in the grout. Thorough mixing also ensures that the mix water 
is being fully utilized. This results in optimization of grout fluidity which enables 
the grout to penetrate the voids more effectively. A number of commercially avail-
able high efficiency grout mixers are available, often referred to as high shear 
mixers. 

These types of mixers are to be used in all the major waste conditioning plants 
being built in the UK. The grouts prepared using this type of mixer have been used 
in the UK for immobilization of 200 and 500 L specimens of combustible alpha con-
taminated waste. This is part of the development programme for the Waste Treat-
ment Complex (WTC) being built by British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL) at Sellafield 
in the UK. This complex will process both combustible and non-combustible alpha 
contaminated wastes. Full details of the process are given in Section 7. An alternative 
process has been developed by Alkem in the Federal Republic of Germany where 
a continuous mixer is used to mix shredded combustible alpha waste with cement 
prior to transfer to the waste drum. A full process description is also given in 
Section 7. 

4.1.2.2. Grout transfer methods 

One possible method of grout placement involves pumping. In order for a 
cement grout to be pumped at a controlled rate, it is necessary to produce a well 
mixed stable grout that will not readily segregate. Two factors that contribute to a 
stable grout are the grading of the cement and aggregate particles and efficiency of 
mixing. Poorly graded mixes result in the fine material separating from the coarse 
material, thereby resulting in the blocking of the lines. Poorly mixed grouts will 
result in the water being squeezed out of the grout under pumping pressures. Both 
these segregation effects will be more pronounced at points of higher pressure in the 
grouting lines (i.e. bends, valves and other restrictions); consequently pumping is 
only suitable for carefully formulated grouts mixed under controlled conditions. 

Another transfer method is mechanical transfer followed by gravity feed. This 
type of transfer is less sensitive to grout composition and mixing regime than is the 
pumping process. However, it is more difficult to control the infilling rate with this 
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process and as such it is less suitable for infilling wastes with small voids. This kind 
of process has been used in France for alpha waste conditioning at La Hague. 

4.1.2.3. Vibration 

In order to meet the criteria of producing monolithic packages with minimal 
voidage, vibration is often applied to assist grouting operations. The advantages of 
vibration are that smaller voids can be infilled or more viscous grouts may be used. 
Disadvantages include a tendency to increase splashing and potential enhancement 
of segregation of the product. 

Vibration has been used in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
UK to assist grouting operations. 

4.2. BITUMEN BASED PROCESSES 

Depending on the softening point of the bitumen used, it should be heated at 
temperatures ranging from 40 to 200°C before being mixed with the wastes or 
poured around them. After this the waste form is allowed to cool and solidify in con-
tainers. During this operation, the bitumen shrinks and in certain cases several 
pouring and cooling cycles may be necessary in order to achieve efficient use of the 
internal volume of the package. The amount of shrinkage is dependent on the raw 
waste, the grade of bitumen, the temperature of operation and the waste loading. 
With some waste streams, very favourable volume reduction factors (from 1.7 to 5) 
can be achieved by use of bitumen. Waste loading and the particle size distribution 
of the raw waste residues have a great effect on the thickness of the bitumen layers 
around the incorporated or embedded solids. 

As an alternative to straight or blown bitumens, bitumen emulsions which are 
liquid at room temperature can be used. This eliminates the need to have a preheated 
storage tank but adds the requirement of evaporating the dispersant liquid. 

4.2.1. Bituminization of liquids 

When used with wet wastes, slurries and liquids, the bitumen and wastes are 
heated and stirred together in order to evaporate the unbound water, keep the bitu-
men molten and coat the waste residues. The resulting off-gases are sent to a suitable 
purification line which can include the oil separator, condenser, demister, wet scrub-
ber demister, prefilter and HEPA filter. Fire fighting equipment should be on hand 
to cope with exceptional emergency situations. 

At present, three principal types of processing equipment are used to immobi-
lize liquid wastes with bitumens: the batch evaporator, extruder/evaporator and 
wiped or turbulent film evaporator/mixer. The processes can handle various grades 
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of bitumen and bitumen emulsions. Mechanical and thermal design of the equipment 
should be matched to the thermal viscoelastic behaviour of the selected matrix 
material. 

4.2.1.1. Batch mixing and evaporation 

In these processes hot bitumen is put into a heated kettle and brought to a tem-
perature above the softening point, a mixing or agitating device is started, the liquid 
is added and flash evaporation occurs. Eventually a foam controlling chemical should 
be added. After evaporation is completed, the resulting mixture is poured into 
drums. 

Drawbacks of the process are poor heat transfer in the batch kettle, problems 
of mixing efficiently in a viscous material, and production of organic gases at the 
end of the evaporation sequence, inducing health and fire hazards. 

This process has been used in Belgium for conditioning of suspect alpha con-
taminated sludges and slurries [58]. 

4.2.1.2. Kneading extruder evaporator 

In this process hot bitumen and liquid or slurry are fed together continuously 
in a cylindrical extruder heated by a hot water jacket. Mixing is performed efficiently 
by rotating triangular kneading blades distributed along the device (see Fig. 5). The 

FIG. 5. Flow diagram of a bituminization plant with extruder technique. 
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water evaporates through a few domes at the top of the extruder and the resulting 
off-gases are routed to suitable purification equipment. This evaporation occurs 
progressively as the mixture progresses along the extruder. At the outlet, an essen-
tially water free mixture is poured into drums. 

The advantages of this process are continuous operation, better control of oper-
ational parameters such as temperature and viscosity, and excellent mixing effi-
ciency. The drawbacks are mechanical complexity, increased wear on equipment and 
difficulty of maintenance and repair work. 

Such extruders have been used in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and Japan for conditioning of various sludges and slurries including ion exchange 
resins and chemical precipitation floes [59-61]. 

4.2.1.3. Thin film evaporator 

In this process a bitumen emulsion and the waste are fed at the top of a vertical 
cylindrical vessel and flow downward forming a film or layer along the inner wall. 
Heat is supplied by a hot water jacket. The water evaporates continuously and leaves 
the device at the upper end, hence realizing some need of counter-current processing. 
The mixture is agitated by rotating blades, the ends of which come inside the falling 
film. The bituminization process using the thin film evaporator is shown in Fig. 6. 

The advantages of this process are continuous operation and excellent control 
of operational parameters such as temperature and viscosity. Drawbacks are the 
necessity of achieving close mechanical tolerances if efficient mixing is necessary, 
and increased sensitivity for erosion and corrosion. 

Such evaporators have been used in France for immobilization of low and 
intermediate level radioactive concentrates in bitumen [62]. 

4.2.2. Bitumimzation of solids 

Embedding of solids in bitumen can be carried out using the same basic 
processes which have been described for cement, the grout being replaced by hot 
bitumen. The advantages are the easier transfer of the matrix material and infilling 
to yield monolithic waste forms, as well as the decreased risk of blocking equipment. 
A major drawback is the necessity to work at elevated temperatures. 

In Belgium alpha contaminated solid waste was compacted or otherwise 
volume reduced before being placed into drums. The void space was then filled with 
hot bitumen from a heated reserve tank [63]. 

4.3. POLYMER PROCESSES 

Although polymers are a distinct group of matrix materials, the technology 
required to mix these materials is similar to that used in cement and bitumen pro-
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cessing. Generally, thermosetting materials can be processed using cement mixing 
technology, whereas thermoplastic materials can be treated in a similar manner to 
bitumens. 

The thermosetting polymer systems do present some processing difficulties. 
These materials are often difficult to clean from processing equipment and therefore 
require the use of high pressure systems or solvents. The highly exothermic nature 
of some of the polymerization reactors can also lead to processing difficulties and 
thermal degradation of the products. 

Although a number of polymer systems have been developed, they are not 
widely used in the area of alpha waste conditioning. 

4.4. CERAMIC AND GLASS PROCESSES 

4.4.1. Ceramic based material processing 

4.4.1.1. Supercalcine processing 

In 1975, an inactive engineering scale process demonstration was carried out 
at Battelle Pacific Northeast Lab. in Richland, Washington, USA [64]. Nitrate solu-
tions of strontium and aluminium and a colloidal suspension of Si02 were used as 
the liquid additions to a simulated waste. The mixture was spray calcined, disc pelle-
tized and then fired at 1175°C for 1 h to promote crystallization. Leaching results 
proved disappointing, and it was necessary to coat the pellets to improve their leach 
resistance. For this reason, a further processing stage, involving hydrolysis of an 
aluminium containing vapour species at 700-1000°C, was introduced to provide a 
coating of alumina. 

A US Department of Energy Strategy Document [65] assessed the supercalcine 
process as very highly complex, with poor flexibility, requiring about 15 years 
development. On these grounds this process is unlikely to be attractive for the condi-
tioning of alpha wastes. 

4.4.1.2. Magnetoplumbite processing 

Fabrication of magnetoplumbites requires only three main processing 
steps [66]: 

(1) Mixing of the waste with the chemical additives: By using soluble or fine par-
ticle additives to attempt to achieve homogeneity on a very fine scale; 

(2) Redox control and denitration: This can be accomplished in a single heating 
step using a fluidized bed under an inert gas; 
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FIG. 7. Block diagram of active SYNROC fabrication. 
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(3) Hot isostatic pressing (HIP): The calcined powder is vibratory packed into HIP 
canisters and pressed at 1040°C and 70 MPa. Pressing at 1040°C produces a 
maximum amount of crystallinity, while higher temperatures increase the 
amount of amorphous grain boundary material. 

4.4.1.3. SYNROC processing 

The fabrication process for SYNROC outlined by Ringwood et al. [37, 38] 
envisaged flash heating of a waste nitrate solution to produce a calcine. SYNROC 
additives and waste calcine would then be intimately mixed, placed in a thick walled 
cylindrical nickel container, and cold pressed to 70% of its theoretical density. The 
whole assembly is hot pressed at 1200-1300°C to form the mineral assemblage and 
then sealed in a nickel container, in one operation. A block diagram for the process 
is given in Fig. 7. To obviate the need for an HIP process, with its attendant safety 
problems, an 'in-can hot pressing' process will be incorporated. The SYNROC con-
stituents are poured, in the form of calcined, free flowing granules, into thin walled 
cans with push-fit lids. The cans are loaded into a closed end, thick walled, stainless 
steel tube, in which they are hot pressed in sequence. The appropriate part of the 
tube is heated inductively until the powder contents reach 1200-1250°C, and a pres-
sure of 7-14 MPa is applied. After consolidation of sufficient inner cans to fill the 
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FIG. 8. Simplified flow sheet of ceramic process. 
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tube, it is sealed by welding on a lid and then forms the primary containment. A sim-
pler alternative is being evaluated in the same programme, in which the calcined 
powder is fed directly into a bellows shaped stainless steel container, which collapses 
as the contents consolidate and forms the final disposal container. 

4.4.1.4. Aluminosilicate processing 

The feasibility of producing TRU waste bearing ceramic forms has already 
been demonstrated in a lab scale ceramization plant, mounted in alpha tight glove 
boxes, with a throughput of 1 kg ceramic product per day. This process comprises 
four main steps (Fig. 8): 

(a) Pretreatment of the liquid waste solutions: 
— Denitration of the nitric acids, 
— Neutralization of the remaining acids, 
— Solid-liquid separation after precipitation at pHll . 

(b) Mixing and homogenization of the waste slurries with the ceramic raw 
materials 'reactive corundum' (A1203) and clay minerals (kaolinite, bentonite) 
in the desired ratio followed by cord extrusion and cord cutting. 

(c) Heat treatment of the greenware by drying and sintering with Tmax — 1300°C. 
(d) Final treatment of the ceramic pellets to obtain a monolithic block by filling 

them into a container and embedding into an inactive glass or a metal matrix. 

An inactive pilot plant is under construction at the Nuclear Research Centre, 
Karlsruhe. More detailed information about this process is given in Ref. [40]. 

4.4.2. Glass based material processing 

4.4.2.1. Vitrification processes 

The immobilization of radioactive waste in a glass has long been recognized 
as a promising process for permanent disposal. Waste glass development technology 
has been primarily oriented toward immobilization of HLW; however, the tech-
nology appears equally applicable to any slurry, sludge, or concentrated liquid 
waste. 

A number of vitrification processes for high level liquid wastes have been 
developed; these are reviewed in numerous publications [67, 68]. As these processes 
have not been utilized for conditioning of alpha waste streams, no description of 
these technologies is given here. 
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FIG. 9. High temperature slagging incinerator. 

4.4.2.2. Sphene processing 

The practical problems such as high volatility and corrosion of melter refrac-
tories associated with the high melting temperature, coupled with the need for an 
extra heat treatment stage, make this process less attractive and more expensive than 
a vitrification process. Since the material properties obtainable offer few advantages 
over those of the aluminosilicate glasses, the sphene glass-ceramic approach does 
not have sufficient benefits for consideration of alpha waste conditioning. 

4.4.2.3. High temperature slagging incineration 

The high temperature slagging incineration (HTSI) process designed at Mol, 
Belgium, is described in an OECD/NEA report [69]. The process involves heating 
a mixture of shredded combustible and non-combustible waste materials at about 
1500°С to yield basaltic slag. In the present form of the process, this slag is received 
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in a quench water bath where it is tempered and sputters into granulate [23]. This 
can be accepted without a further processing step if the regulatory framework does 
not request the end product to be monolithic. A flow sheet of the slagging incinerator 
is shown in Fig. 9. 

Where monolithic waste forms are requested, three options are open: 

(i) Embedding the granules in a secondary matrix such as concrete, bitumen 
or polymers; 

(ii) Remelting the granules under controlled conditions to get monolithic 
ingots; 

(iii) Hot pressing the granules (either unidimensionally or isostatically) to 
produce blocks; in this case some crystallization occurs and the final 
waste form is a glass/ceramic mixture. 
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The second and the third options give an additional volume reduction factor 
of about 3, bringing the overall volume reduction factor of the HTSI process up to 
50. 

The first and the third options have been carried out at bench-scale at Mol. For 
the third option, operational parameters of 800°C and 320 MPa were found optimal. 

4.4.2.4. Ash melting 

The ash melting process heated by microwaves is being demonstrated at 
PWTF, Japan [48]. The aim is to melt the incinerated ash without additives and con-
vert it into the ceramic-like blocks. The initial waste treatment to produce the ash 
can be carried out by either conventional incineration, cyclone incineration or acid 
digestion. The resulting incinerator ashes, acid digested residues and oxide slags 
from the metal melting processes are melted without any additives to produce 30 kg 
ceramic-like blocks. This produces a waste form with the major phases being 
forsterite, anorthite and angite. 

An ash melting process flow sheet is given in Fig. 10. The advantages are that 
the operating unit can be simple and compact and requires only easy maintenance. 
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FIG. 11. Conceptual canister design for encapsulation of waste in lead. 
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4.5. METALLIC PROCESSES 

4.5.1. Embedding 

The use of metals as embedding materials is one potential process for condi-
tioning solid alpha wastes. The encapsulation process described uses lead as the 
metallic phase. Other metals may also be used but require different canister materials 
and temperatures. The agglomerated and sintered calcine pellets are loaded from a 
storage hopper into a canister specially fabricated to facilitate casting. Figure 11 
shows the details of a conceptual design of the canister used for encapsulating the 
solid waste pellets. 

The encapsulation process consists of first filling the inner canister with solid 
waste granules. Afterwards a wire mesh is placed in the fill tube so that the waste 
granules do not escape during the lead filling operations. Either liquid or solid lead 
is then added from a storage hopper located outside the hot cell to the heated annulus 
region between the walls of the two canisters. Molten lead then flows downward, 
enters the inner container through the lower penetration of the inner canister and 
rises in the inner container to fill the spaces between the waste granules. The annulus 
represents a protective envelope of metallic lead, free of waste granules, that also 
isolates the waste granules from the environment. 

This process has been investigated as a potential conditioning stage for HLW 
sintered pellets. It may also be possible to apply this to alpha bearing wastes such 
as high temperature incinerator slag pellets [70]. However, it should be noted that 
the weight of these packages can lead to processing difficulties, and in some coun-
tries the matrix material itself is classified as a hazardous waste. 

4.5.2. Melting 

The electroslag melting method has been applied at PWTF, Japan [71], to melt 
the alpha bearing metallic waste generated during the MOX fuel fabrication. The 
electroslag melting method is a process in which Pu contaminated metallic waste is 
melted in the molten slag pool in a water cooled copper mould by Joule heat. The 
Pu contaminated metallic waste is cut into 5 cm2 pieces and fed into the molten slag 
pool (which is held at a temperature between 1700 and 1850°C). Then the metallic 
waste is melted down into a 100 kg metallic ingot at the bottom of the slag pool and 
the Pu and U oxides remain in the slag. The metal melting process flow sheet is 
shown in Fig. 12. The slags consist of A1203, B203 and CaO and can be used 
repeatedly. The advantages are that maximum volume reduction can be attained and 
that the unit is simple and compact enough to install in a glove box. 
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5. WASTE FORM PROPERTIES 

For the main waste types defined in Section 2, which arise from reprocessing 
operations and fabrication of MOX fuel, a number of immobilization processes that 
are now being used were described in the previous section. Basically, these are 
cementation, bituminization and polymer/bitumen modified cementation, although 
for some specific cases, new immobilization processes are under development. 
Tables VII and VIII show the different types of matrix materials used for immobiliz-
ing the alpha waste types identified earlier. These highlight the predominant part 
played by cement based matrices for the immobilization of alpha bearing wastes. 

The scope for bitumens appears more limited, since their matrix is mainly 
applied to the immobilization of liquids (concentrates and sludges). In the case of the 
conditioning of solid alpha bearing waste, the use of bitumen occurs only when it 
is mixed with cement, or to fill voids around compacts. 

Tables VII and VIII also show that the incorporation of alpha bearing waste 
in ceramics occurs in a very few cases (i.e. liquid alpha concentrates). Owing to criti-
cality problems, high temperature incineration, giving rise to high resistant slag 
products, can only be used for low active combustible wastes. 

In the following paragraphs, details are reported on formulations and product 
characteristics for the alpha bearing wastes by categories. 

5.1. FORMULATION STUDIES 

Some examples of specific formulations used for alpha waste conditioning are 
given in Table IX. For solid wastes it should be noted that formulations based on 
cements have been extensively used, particularly those containing ground granulated 
BFS or pozzolanic additives. 

With compacted alpha bearing solid waste, bitumen modified cement has been 
employed as a matrix material over the two last decades in France. However, new 
formulations based on cement are being investigated (see alpha waste type called 
No. 1 bis.) 

Liquid alpha wastes have been immobilized in both cements owing to the con-
centration of the waste by evaporation of the water prior to encapsulation. However, 
the maximum incorporation levels of waste into bitumen waste forms are seldom 
achieved owing to process (e.g. viscosity) and waste form (e.g. immersion stability) 
requirements. 
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TABLE VII. ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONING PROCESSES FOR ALPHA 
BEARING WASTE ARISING FROM REPROCESSING OPERATIONS 

Type of waste Conditioning 
alternative Place 

Solid wastes: 

Compacted waste 

Low active ashes 

Low active ashes 
from high tem-
perature slagging 
incineration (HTSI) 

Bitumen 
Bitumen modified 
cement 

Pozzolanic cement 

Bitumen 

OPC + PFA + 
basaltic sand 

Hot pressing, 
bitumen, concrete 
encapsulation and 
remelting 

Oarai Engineering Centre, Japan 
In operation at the Centre d'études 
nucléaires (CEN) Cadarache, 
France [72] 

Under investigation at the CEN 
Cadarache and at BNFL, Sellafield 

In operation at Atomic Energy 
Commission, 
Trombay, Bombay, India 

In operation at Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) 
in the USA 

Under investigation at the Centre 
d'études de l'énergie nucléaire 
(CEN) 
Mol [73] 

Sludges from 
acid digestion 

Non-combustible 
and non-compactable 
solid wastes 
(possibly cut) 

Bitumen 

OPC + PFA + clay 

OPC + BFS 

Pozzolanic cement 

Investigated at Eurochemic, Mol [74] 
and Hanford Transportable Grout 
Facility, Richland, WA, USA [75] 

In operation at CEA Centre de 
Marcoule and CEA Centre de 
La Hague [76] 
Investigated at BNFL, Sellafield 

Liquid wastes: 

Sludges Bitumen 

OPC + PFA 

In operation at CEA Marcoule and 
scheduled for CEA La Hague [77] 

In operation at Oak Ridge National 
Lab. K-25 Plant; investigated at 
BNFL, Sellafield [78] 
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TABLE VII. (cont.) 

Conditioning 
Type of waste , Place 

alternative 

Liquid wastes: (cont.) 

Concentrate 

Concentrate 
and sludges 

Ashes 
(from incineration 
of organic liquids) 

Phosphate salts from 
spent TBP treatment 

OPC 

OPC -I- PFA 

Bitumen 

Cement based 
matrices 

Bitumen 

In operation at Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Centre (KfK), Karlsruhe 
[53, 79] 
Oak Ridge, MVST-ORNL 

Operated by KfK [53,79], 
Eurochemic [80], Oarai Engineering 
Centre 

Under investigation at CEN 
Cadarache [81] 

Investigated by Eurochemic [74] 

5.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF ALPHA WASTE FORMS 

There are no universal protocols for characterizing alpha bearing waste forms. 
Characterization tests are strongly dependent on the disposal concepts established or 
envisaged in different countries for specific disposal scenarios. Some examples of 
characterization parameters are reported hereafter. 

5.2.1. Federal Republic of Germany 

As a result of the safety assessments for a repository for radioactive waste in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, 14 properties have been found as relevant for the 
characterization of wastes and the waste form control for all radioactive wastes to 
be disposed of [83] as shown in Table X. 

In the licensing procedure for the Konrad repository currently underway, it is 
therefore foreseen that the quality control group at the Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt (PTB) as the responsible Federal Agency, checks that the acceptance 
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TABLE VIII. ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONING PROCESSES FOR 
ALPHA BEARING WASTE GENERATED DURING FABRICATION 
OF MIXED OXIDE (MOX) FUEL 

Type of waste Conditioning 
alternative Place 

Solid wastes: 

Compacted waste Bitumen modified 
cement 

In operation at CEN Cadarache [72] 

High active ashes Cement based 
matrices 

Under investigation at CEN 
Cadarache [81] and BNFL, Sellafield 

Low active ashes 
from high 
temperature 
incineration 

Hot pressing, 
bitumen, concrete 
encapsulation 
and remelting 

Under investigation at CEN 
Mol [73] 

Liquid wastes: 

Shredded waste 
+ liquid waste 
+ non-compactable 

waste 

Cement Operated by Alkem, Hanau, 
Federal Republic of Germany [57] 

Concentrate Ceramics Under investigation at KfK, [82] 

requirements for the PTP Konrad repository [84] are met. These requirements can 
be condensed into the 14 properties listed in Table X. In order to do this, two alterna-
tive procedures are provided: 

(a) Random testing of waste packages (mainly for wastes already conditioned, so-
called old waste); 

(b) Qualification of the conditioning processes by PTB, showing that the required 
properties are attained when the process is operated within given limits and 
under subsequent inspection. 

Figure 13 gives a flow sheet of the Alkem process as an example. The numbers 
in this flow chart show at which point of the flow chart measurements of the proper-
ties from Table X have to be carried out in order to demonstrate that the disposal 
requirements are met. The readings of the instruments have to be documented and 
checked by PTB prior to acceptance for disposal. 
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TABLE IX. FORMULATION FOR DIFFERENT ALPHA BEARING WASTE 
FORMS 

Waste 
form No. 

Components 
of matrix 

Formulation 
of matrix 

Waste 
loading 
capacity 
(%) 

Place 

1 OPC 
Bitumen water 
emulsion 
Water 
Sand 

Water/cement —0.3 
Bitumen/cement - 2 
Sand/cement - 2 

NAa CEN Cadarache 

1 bis CLC 45 (OPC + 
BFS + PFA) 
Water 
Sand 

Water/cement —0.35 
Sand/cement - 2 

NA CEN Cadarache 

6 

2 
7 

Fluidifying agent 
Shell Mexphalte 
80-100 

OPC 
BFS 
Ca-bentonite 
Water 

Water/cement - 0 . 4 
Ca-bentonite -0 .05 
waste form 

40 

10 

Marcoule 

Trombay 
KfK 

8 
15 

Ebano 15 
BFS 
Water 

Water/cement <0.45 
40 
15 

Eurochemic 
Alkem 

5 Pozzolanic 
cement 

Water/cement <0.5 NA Sellafield 

16 Kaolin 
Bentonite 

Bentonite/ceramics — 0.2 
Kaolin/ceramics —0.6 

20 KfK(lab scale) 

17 Pozzolanic 
cement 

Water/cement — 1-3 35-50 INEL 
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TABLE VII. (cont.) 

Waste 
form No. 

Components 
of matrix 

Formulation 
of matrix 

Waste 
loading 
capacity 
(%) 

Place 

18 Sodium silicate Water/matrix 
Silica phosphate material —0.33 
Portland cement 
Water 

50 PNC Tokai 

Borosilicate 
glass 
Alkali 

75 

19 Blown asphalt 40-50 PNC Tokai 

Alumina cement 
Chamotte 
Alumina powder 
Silica powder 
Water with 
surface active 
agent 

Alumina cement/ 
matrix material -0 .25 
Water/matrix 
material -0 .12 

50 PNC Tokai 

Sodium silicate Water/matrix 
Silica phosphate material -0 .33 
Portland cement 
Water 

60 PNC Tokai 

Borosilicate 
Glass 
Alkali 

35 PNC Tokai 

20 Alumina cement 
Chamotte 
Alumina powder 
Silica powder 
Water with 
surface active 
agent 

Alumina cement/ 
matrix material —0.25 
Water/matrix 
material -0 .12 
Pelletized dry waste 
Waste form 

50 PNC Tokai 
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TABLE VII. (cont.) 

Waste 
Waste Components Formulation loading p j a c e 

form No. of matrix of matrix capacity 
(%) 

Sodium silicate 
Silica phosphate 
Portland cement 
Water 

Water/matrix 
material -0 .33 

60 PNC Tokai 

Borosilicate 
Glass 
Alkali 

40 PNC Tokai 

21 Epoxy resin 
Polyamine 
Talc 

50 PNC Tokai 

PVC resin 
Calcium oxide 
Polynorbornene 

50 PNC Tokai 

22 Sodium silicate 
Silica phosphate 
Portland cement 
Water 

Water/matrix 
material -0 .33 

50 PNC Tokai 

23 Sodium silicate 
Silica phosphate 
Portland cement 
Water 

Water/matrix 
material —0.2 
Silica gel/ 
waste form —0.2 

NA PNC Tokai 

Borosilicate 
Glass 
Alkali 

Silver zeolite/ 
waste form —1.0 
Silicate gel/ 
waste form — 1.0 
Sand/waste form —0.3 

NA PNC Tokai 

24 Straight 
asphalt 

30-45 JAERI Oarai 

a NA — not available. 
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TABLE X. RELEVANT PROPERTIES FOR PRODUCT CONTROL 

1. Total activity 
2. Activity of relevant radionuclides 
3. Dose rate 
4. Surface contamination 
5. Chemical composition of primary waste 
6. Quality of immobilization matrix 
7. Quality of packaging 
8. Quantitative proportion of wastes/matrix/water/additives 
9. Mixing 

10. Mass 
11. State of setting 
12. Water content and/or residual moisture 
13. Thermal behaviour 
14. Stackability 

5.2.2 France 

In France, the characterization of the radioactive waste forms is governed by 
the Regies fondamentales de sûrete defined by the Minister de l'industrie and on the 
specification drawn up by Agence nationale pour la gestion des déchets radioactifs 
(Andra). These regulations are well established for the waste forms with low alpha 
content ( < 3.7 Bq all of conditioned waste) to be disposed of by shallow land burial. 
However those wastes containing higher alpha content must be routed to a deep geo-
logical disposal site, for which regulations have not yet been issued. Pending these 
regulations, any characterization programme has to be based on four main criteria: 

(1) Determination of the physical characteristics (e.g. density and the swelling 
effects after immersion in water); 

(2) Determination of the mechanical properties (e.g. compressive strength); 
(3) Evaluation of the chemical stability (resistance to leaching); 
(4) Evaluation of the resistance to: 

— alpha irradiation 
— thermal cycling 
— dropping 
— fire. 

The acceptance criteria for alpha waste disposal in France depend on the design 
of an underground repository, which is expected in the near future. 
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5.2.3. United States of America 

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Acceptance Criteria 

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a deep geological repository 
(Fig. 14) in a bedded salt formation near Carlsbad, New Mexico [85]. Under the arid 
conditions of this site, the estimated travel times of alpha elements from this deep 
repository to the biosphere are hundreds of thousands of years. Therefore, any verifi-
able contribution to the mitigation of risks by the waste form is considered academic. 
So, the waste acceptance criteria (WAC) for the WIPP are set by handling, transpor-
tation and operations [86, 87]. 

There are two classes of TRU wastes in the US system: contact handled (CH) 
and remote handled (RH). The CH waste packages must have contact doses between 
10 and 200 mrem per hour. The RH wastes have contact doses greater than 100 rem 
per hour. Over 97% of the TRU wastes are CH. The Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory (INEL) has the greatest volume of the US TRU inventory, and over 
90 percent of the RH wastes are at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

The following contents list summarizes the WIPP WAC that relate to the 
choices of treatment and conditioning technologies. The WAC contain: 

— Less than 1% particles below 10 ^m, 
— No free or drainable liquids, 
— 0.37-9 TBq per 209 L drum, 
— Less than 25 vol. % combustibles, 
— No explosives or compressed gases, 
— Thermal power below 3.5 W/m3 (RH less than 300 W per package), 
— Less than 200 g 239Pu equivalent (for RH 1 g/L or less than 240 g per 

package) 

Other requirements are stated below: 

Sludges — require a corrosion resistant liner or internal container; 

Pyrophoric material — must be mixed with stable materials; 

Container specifications: 

Size — 3.7 m x 2.4 m x 2.6 m (RH 0.66 m dia. by 3.1 m high); 
Weight — less than 11 300 kg (RH less than 3630 kg); 
Material — non-combustible, Type A with a 20 year lifetime; 
Surface contamination — less than 1.8 Bq/100 cm2 alpha and 
16.65 Bq/100 cm2 beta/gamma. 

The WIPP WAC do not prescribe any requirements for waste form strength 
or leachability. These WIPP requirements do not eliminate unconsolidated, semi-
solid or plastic wastes, if packaged correctly. Therefore conditioning the TRU 
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wastes into a solid form in the US programme is seldom necessary. Because of the 
long transportation routes (>4000 km), most US TRU treatment programmes 
emphasize volume reductions. 

5.2.4. Japan 

The Atomic Energy Commission of Japan (AEC) in October 1985 reported the 
policy on the disposal of TRU wastes to be classified on the basis of the included 
nuclides and the specific activity. The technologies for the conditioning of alpha 
bearing wastes and the disposal method are now under development. The upper limit 
of the alpha emitters in the low level radioactive waste for shallow land burial is 
determined to be 1.1 x 109 Bq/t by the recommendation of the Nuclear Safety 
Commission of Japan (NSC). 

5.2.5. United Kingdom 

Radioactive waste management policy and strategy in the UK are the responsi-
bilities of the Department of the Environment (DOE). In addition, the nuclear indus-
try has set up an executive body known as the Nuclear Industry Radioactive Waste 
Executive (NIREX) whose function it is to manage the planning, development and 
operation of disposal routes. At NIREX (in accordance with Government policy) 
designs are currently being developed for deep repositories for the disposal of inter-
mediate level wastes (ILWs). (Note: ILWs are defined as wastes containing radioac-
tivity levels of > 4 GBq/t alpha and >12 GBq/t beta/gamma but do not require heat 
generation to be taken into account in the design of storage or disposal facilities. As 
such, the majority of alpha bearing wastes in the UK are classified as ILWs.) 

To date, the criteria for disposal in a deep repository have not been defined. 
It is also unlikely that such a facility will be available within the UK before the year 
2000. Consequently, any formulations developed for alpha waste conditioning have 
to be fully characterized to ensure they are stable for the period of storage before 
a repository is available. It is also necessary to ensure that the waste form will satisfy 
the anticipated disposal requirements. 

Therefore, since 1982 a major research and development programme has been 
carried out with joint BNFL/DOE funding to investigate the properties of a variety 
of encapsulation matrices and develop formulations for the immobilization of a num-
ber of alpha bearing wastes. Currently, all formulations developed for alpha bearing 
wastes in the UK have identified inorganic cements to be the preferred matrix. Con-
sequently, the testing protocols adopted in the characterization programme are 
oriented to cement testing and include measurements of the following properties: 
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Physical properties: 

Physical-chemical stability: 

Thermal stability: 

Radiation stability: 

Leaching behaviour: 

Modelling studies 

homogeneity 
density 
voidage 
porosity and pore size distribution 

compressive strength 
tensile strength 
dynamic elastic modulus 
dimensional stability 
corrosion of embedded metals 
impact assessment 

hydration exotherm monitoring 
freeze/thaw cycling 
fire exposure 
thermal conductivity 
thermal analysis 

alpha 
gamma 

dynamic 
equilibrium 

As a result of this programme, a database covering the above criteria exists 
for a number of conditioned alpha bearing wastes, including: 

— Shredded combustible waste 
— Non-combustible uncompacted solid wastes 
— High temperature incinerator ashes 
— Effluent treatment floes. 

5.3. WASTE FORM CHARACTERIZATION TESTS 

Waste form testing certifies regulatory compliance, establishes compatibility 
with the specific disposal scenario, and quantifies the source term for risk analyses. 

In addition, the choice of specific test protocols depends on both the waste form 
material as well as on the waste form role as a component in the system. 

Because of the diversity in disposal scenarios and sites, there are no test pro-
tocols that are universally applicable. Therefore, the testing choices and data 
interpretations are valid only in the context of specific treatment, conditioning, 
storage and disposal scenarios. 
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TABLE XI. TESTING PROTOCOLS USED TO CHARACTERIZE ALPHA 
BEARING WASTE FORMS 

Character Tests Purpose 

Durability Permeability Single most important parameter in determining the 
rate of ageing mechanisms 

Immersion Long term geochemical interactions with formation 
water; they determine final phase stability of the 
waste form 

Biological 
resistance 

Susceptibility to and rates of bacterial or fungal 
attack on waste form 

Radiation 
stability 

Capacity to store energy or anneal radiation damage 
without significant alteration of the waste form 

Freeze/thaw 

Wet/dry 

Short term impact of storage and transportation con-
ditions on the physical integrity of the waste form 
Short term impacts of production or storage environ-
ment before deep burial 

Compatibility Corrosion 
potential 

Interactions between the waste form materials and the 
adjacent barriers, i.e. canisters and backfills 

Compressive 
strength 

Mechanical contribution to the disposal system 

Radiolysis Production of gases that can pressurize containment 
systems or create explosive mixtures 

Immersion Swelling rates and pressures that affect the integrity 
of adjacent barriers 

Thermal 
stability 

Contribution of waste form to potential accident 
scenarios (for example heat capacity, thermal conduc-
tivity, flash point, autoignition point, differential ther-
mal and gravimetric analyses, and mock-ups of 
transport, storage or disposal fires) 

Leachability Equilibrium 
or static 

Maximum saturation concentration of nuclides con-
trolled by solubility, ion exchange, co-precipitation, 
partitioning, solid solutions, etc. 

Dynamic Rate limiting mass transport mechanism to model 
upper bound source term for risk assessment or con-
sequence analyses 
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The data resulting from a series of waste form performance tests address three 
major issues of durability, compatibility and leachability. 

First, durability means maintaining dimensional stability and integrity as a 
competent solid. Durability includes the physical and chemical mechanisms of the 
waste form's short term and long term ageing. Second, compatibility means that the 
materials' chemical interactions between the waste form and its adjacent barriers are 
benign. Those adjacent barriers may be combinations of package, overpack, backfill, 
host rock, etc. 

Compatibility also includes the maintenance of physical properties, such as the 
strength adequate to endure handling, stacking and convergence pressures of the 
repository. Furthermore, compatibility embraces those aspects of thermal and radio-
lytical instability that produce heat and gases that impact on the function of adjacent 
barriers in the storage, transport and repository systems. 

The term leachability refers to the quantitative release of nuclides with time. 
Leachability describes the source term relative to the overall risk assessments or con-
sequence analyses of the disposal scenario. The goal is to formulate a waste form 
with a very low leach rate. Ideally, the leaching rate would become the rate determin-
ing step in the series of sequential transport mechanisms. Then, the waste form 
would control the release of nuclides and would prevent unacceptable doses to the 
biosphere. 

Because the half-lives of alpha emitters are greater than 1 ООО 000 years and 
their paths to the biosphere from deep repositories take tens of millennia, it is 
difficult to show that the waste form has a significant impact on the overall conse-
quences of alpha bearing waste disposal. Nevertheless, using examples of ancient 
building materials (2000-6000 years old) and natural minerals ( > 2 x 108 years) as 
analogues, models show that waste forms mitigate some risks, even with alpha bear-
ing wastes. Furthermore, the roles of the waste form, as a component of a multi-
barrier disposal system, are much broader than source term control. 

Table XI summarizes some testing currently employed by various IAEA 
Member States. This table describes the relationships between the characteristics of 
durability, compatibility and leachability. These characteristics are described in rela-
tion to testing protocols and to the purposes of the resulting data. Because of the 
strong inter-relationships between them, some tests relate to one or more of these 
characteristics. 

5.3.1. Durability and compatibility 

The importance of establishing the durability and compatibility of the waste 
form is to ensure that its physical and chemical properties remain adequate over its 
required service life. This service life may be only 20 to 50 years of storage or 300 to 
200 000 years of repository backfill buffering capacity. Therefore, specifying an 
acceptable performance, such as compressive strength, gas generation rate, leach 
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TABLE XII. TYPICAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF ALPHA BEARING 
WASTE FORMS 

Waste Waste form 
Compressive 

strength 
(MPa) 

Remarks 

Compacted 

Shredded 

Non-combustible 
and non-compactable, 
sludges and ash 

Alpha concentrate 

Sludge, ash and 
concentrate 

Cement/bitumen 

BFS 
(OPC) 

Cement and BFS 

Aluminosilicate 

Cement and PFA 

15 

10 

1-40 

100 

1-13 

(3 months ageing) 

(Heated to 1300°C) 

(28 days ageing) 

rate, etc. is disposal site and scenario dependent. This is why Table XII shows such 
a wide diversity in the accepted compressive strengths of currently applied alpha 
bearing waste forms. 

A complete discussion of waste form testing is beyond the scope of this report. 
This section gives an example of the rationale behind the choice of test procedures 
and test conditions, describes two general approaches to leach testing and gives a 
short interpretation of the leach test results. 

The choice of test procedure depends on the matrix material. For example, the 
procedure for measuring the compressive strength in brittle solids, such as ceramics 
and cement based waste forms, differs from that for Bingham plastics with high 
creep moduli, like bitumens. Using the same example, it is seen that the compressive 
strength also depends on the test conditions. In this case, the resistance of bitumen 
depends on the strain rate (m/s) during the unconfined compressive strength test 
procedure. At a strain rate of 4 mm/s, bitumen may show strength of more than 
1 MPa, whereas nearly zero resistance will be measured at strain rates of a reposi-
tory (< 1 cm/a). Regarded as brittle, even construction grade concretes (13-35 MPa) 
show non-elastic plastic behaviour at these very low strain rates. 

If either the canister, overpack, backfill or repository liner is designed to func-
tion as the primary load bearing component of the disposal system, then the waste 
form strength is a redundant property. The disposal system design must ensure that 
the waste form shape and physical competence remain stable over the expected 
service life. This is necessary to ensure that the predicted leach rates are valid. 
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TABLE XIII. BLAST-FURNACE SLAG WASTE FORM REDUCTION OF 
ALPHA NUCLIDE SOLUBILITIES (Moles/L [M]) 

Conditions l4C "Tc 237Np 239Pu 

Repository" - 10"8 3 X 10"9 10"10 

UK drinking 10 9 10"7 2 x 1 0 " " 10"" 
water standard 

Stabilized Magnox 10"'° 10"9 <10"" 10"12 

swarf 

Stabilized 10"'° 10"8 10"" 10"" 
AGR cladding 

a pH = 11, eH = -500 mV and carbonate [C03~2] = 10"5 M. 

5.3.2. Leachability 

The two approaches to characterizing leach rates, static and dynamic testing, 
represent two extreme hydrological conditions in a repository. Very low ground-
water flow through the disposal horizon is the first and most probable condition. The 
multiple engineered barriers and site conditions have restricted the flow of water 
over the waste form. So, the quasistatic film of water next to the waste form becomes 
saturated with alpha nuclides. In this case, the potential dose to the biosphere is the 
algebraic product of the low flow multiplied by the saturation concentrations. 

The second approach, dynamic leaching, represents the likely worst case 
groundwater scenario, where water flows rapidly through the repository. Under 
these hypothetical flows, the moving film of water in contact with the waste form 
never becomes saturated. Then, the rate limiting release mechanism from a durable 
waste form is diffusion of the alpha nuclides through the bulk of the waste form to 
its surface. With such active hydrological conditions, the maximum credible, 
cumulative release fractions are calculated from the integral of the geometry specific 
diffusion models. The doses resulting from these high flow conditions are mitigated 
by waste forms with low diffusion coefficients and the dilution of the releases by the 
large volumes of groundwater. 
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5.3.2.1. Static leaching 

Under quasistatic groundwater flows, the saturation concentrations are con-
trolled by solubility, ion exchange, partitioning and co-precipitation. This saturation 
concentration is strongly influenced by the waste form matrix. Table XIII shows the 
reduction in solubilities of 14C, 99Tc, 237Np, and 239Pu by a BFS waste form [88]. 

On the basis of these data, the potential loading of nuclides to the biosphere 
is an algebraic product of the saturation concentration (Cs, M) times the ground-
water flow (Q', L/a). Since both quantities are very low numbers, their product, the 
potential load to the biosphere, is infinitesimal. Therefore, the consequences or risks 
from such a waste form and repository are negligible. 

5.3.2.2. Dynamic leaching 

At the opposite end of the hydrological flow regime from the previous 
example, the concentration of nuclides in the flowing groundwater exiting a breached 
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FIG. 15. TRU elements release from a2mx2mx2m cube (De = diffusion coefficient). 
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TABLE XIV. AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY 
16.1 LEACH INDICES FOR NUCLIDES FROM 
CEMENT BASED POZZOLANIC GROUTS 

Nuclide Leach index1 

Sr 
Cs 
Pu 
Cm 
U 

11 
10 
16 
15 
15 

Leach index = -LOG,0 (Diffusion coefficient). 

repository are controlled by the diffusion of the nuclides to the waste form surfaces 
[89]. For the first 20% of the cumulative fraction released [90], the equation: 

F is the fraction leached, 
V is the sample volume (cm3), 
S is the sample surface area (cm2), 
D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), 
t is the time (s) 

describes the maximum credible amount of nuclides available for transport to the 
biosphere. The initial leaching described by this semi-infinite diffusion model is 
independent of specific geometries, i.e. cube, cylinder, slab, etc., depending only 
on the surface to volume ratio of the waste forms. In the case of a waste form with 
a diffusion coefficient of 10"'6 cm2/s and a surface to volume ratio of 0.03 cm-1, 
it would take over one billion years for the first 20% fractional release. 

When the diffusion coefficients for Pu, Cm, and U from Table XIV are used 
in Eq. (1), the cumulative fractional releases over the first 3000 years of continuous 
leaching are between 0.0004 and 0.0001 for Cm and Pu, respectively. Figure 15 
shows the relationship between the releases and the diffusion coefficient (De) over 
the first three millennia of worst case repository hydrology. 

F(V/S) (1) 

where 
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With diffusion coefficients in the range of from 10"14 to 10~15 cm2/s, the 
small fractions of nuclides released are diluted by groundwater flow. The results are 
maximum credible concentrations that are below modern detection limits. 

In both the quasistatic and dynamic flow regimes, the waste forms used in these 
examples successfully mitigated the consequences and risks of the two extreme 
leaching scenarios. Therefore, the use of durable, compatible waste forms with low 
leach rates and effective solubility control can be the major component in the disposal 
system for ensuring an acceptable risk. 

The diffusion of some alpha nuclides through the bulk phases of a cement based 
pozzolanic waste form has been measured. Table XIV shows the results from apply-
ing the American Nuclear Society 16.1 Leach Test to this type of waste form. 

6. PACKAGING THE FINAL WASTE FORM 

In this section the final waste form refers to either: waste encapsulated or 
embedded in a matrix, or solid raw or treated wastes packed into drums or other 
types of containers. 

The role of the container for a waste form is to supplement the matrix to allow 
it to satisfy the specific requirements of its handling, storage, transport or disposal 
environments. As these requirements are dependent upon the waste management 
strategy, several possible packaging options may be applied. A single package can 
be designed to meet all the storage, transport and disposal requirements. However, 
a cheaper lower integrity package may be used to satisfy on-site storage. This storage 
package can be supplemented at a later stage with a reusable overpack to meet trans-
portation requirements or a permanent overpack to meet disposal regulations. 

6.1. STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS 

The package for storage shall meet the handling requirements for the individual 
facility. It is important that the material and the container (drum) design are tailored 
to meet the specific requirements of the waste form and store environment. Between 
the waste form and the package material there should be no interactions that may lead 
to loss of package integrity during interim storage, transportation and subsequent 
handling operations at the repository. For example, acidic or high chloride contain-
ing waste forms are likely to be unsuitable for packaging in mild steel containers 
owing to corrosion. The drum design should also be capable of accommodating any 
radiolytic gases generated by the waste form without suffering serious pressurization 
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55 gal drum Waste package in container type V 

FIG. 17. Transport packaging to be used in the USA for the WIPP site. 
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FIG. 18. Multibarrier approach to deep disposal in the UK. 

or accumulation of explosive gas mixtures. The package should supplement the 
strength of the waste form to allow it to be handled and support itself or other over-
standing packages in the store. The drum should also act as a barrier to the spread 
of contamination and loss of activity, particularly in the event of a predictable 
incident such as the impact of fire. For example, Fig. 16 shows one of the waste 
packages used at the Konrad mine [91]. 

Transportation requirements through the public domain are governed by the 
IAEA Safety Standards, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Materials, published 
by the IAEA in 1985 [92]. Low specific activity (LSA) material-Ш categorization 
may be possible if the waste form package is found to meet the leach, fire test, drop 
test and external loose and fixed contamination limits. It is likely, however, that 
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some additional shielding of the package would be necessary before transportation. 
Alternatively, this waste package requires overpacking in a Type В freight container 
(Fig. 17). 

6.2. DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PACKAGE 

The requirements for the package in the repository are primarily to allow 
handling and placement in the repository and to ensure that it remains intact for a 
certain period of time, for example until the disposal room is sealed. The container 
package should also exclude water from the waste form until short lived nuclides 
have decayed. Figure 18 shows an example of the multibarrier approach proposal 
in the UK [93]. 

For long lived alpha bearing waste forms it is unrealistic to think that the pack-
age will act as an effective barrier to migration of TRU radionuclides. Since the 
package is likely to corrode, it cannot be assured to have any significant long term 
effect on alpha activity release in the disposal environment. Consequently, the 
release of alpha species from the repository can be controlled by the limited solubility 
of the species and a restricted groundwater flow. 

If the water flow from the repository is likely to decrease during the time-scales 
concerned, it is important that the initial solubility of the species is minimized. 
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FIG. 19. Solubility of plutonium as a function ofpH (experimental data indicated by xxx; cal-
culated values indicated by broken lines). 
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Therefore, the solubility of the alpha species will be directly related to the encapsula-
tion matrix used and the repository and backfill materials. Since the majority of alpha 
bearing wastes have highly insoluble hydroxides, it is beneficial to use alkaline 
matrices such as cements for encapsulation and subsequent backfill operations. 
Figure 19 shows the plutonium solubility with pH [94]. 

7. INTEGRATED ALPHA BEARING 
WASTE CONDITIONING FACILITIES 

The requirement to manage alpha bearing wastes safely has led to several coun-
tries designing or constructing integrated alpha waste treatment and conditioning 
facilities. A description of treatment facilities for alpha bearing wastes in Japan and 
in the United States of America has been included in a previous IAEA report [1]. 
This section describes some integrated alpha bearing waste conditioning facilities 
under construction or in operation in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Japan and the United Kingdom. 

7.1. THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Alpha bearing wastes are produced mainly by Alkem during MOX fuel fabri-
cation and at Karlsruhe (KfK) during the operation of the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage 
Karlsruhe (WAK) pilot reprocessing plant. Both Alkem and KfK operate alpha waste 
treatment facilities and both concepts are described here. 

7.1.1. MOX fuel fabrication wastes [95-97] 

Generally, there are two main waste streams (Table XV): the room waste, 
which is only suspected of being contaminated, and the glove box waste, which is 
practically always contaminated. The glove box waste can be divided into liquid 
waste (e.g. from wet chemical processes or analytical work). A typical composition 
of the solid glove box waste is shown in Table XVI. 

7.1.1.1. Flowsheet 

It was anticipated that before the Konrad disposal criteria had been drafted the 
number of conditioned waste packages from the glove box waste might be dictated 
by the Pu limitation package, if a significant quantity of the Pu were not recovered. 
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TABLE XV. WASTES ARISING DURING МОХ FUEL FABRICATION 
ACCORDING TO SOURCE AND NATURE 

Room waste 
(suspected or very low contamination) 

Combustible 
Non-
combustible 

Surgical gloves, Filters 
Solid wipes, tissues, 

foils (PVC, PE) 

Waste arising 
in alpha tight enclosures 

Soft Hard 

Bags (PVC), 
gloves, wipes, 
tissues, bottles (PE), 
miscellaneous 

Filters, cans, 
glass, small 
plant items, 
tools 

Liquid 
Sewage, 
laundry 
sewage 

Liquid waste 
from processes 
and analytics, oil 

TABLE XVI. NATURE OF SOLID WASTE FROM GLOVE BOXES 

Material wt% 

PVC 30 
Neopren 8 
Other plastics 12 
Cellulose 3 
Filter 7 
Inorganic waste such as stainless steel, 
glass 40 

This expectation was based on an assumption of about 20 g Pu per 200 L drum for 
an isotopic composition typically gained from an LWR today. Therefore Alkem has 
pursued both an appropriate method to solidify the waste, and one also to recover 
the Pu. A washing process to recover plutonium from the solid waste and a cementa-
tion method to solidify all wastes were selected. Under these circumstances a flow 
sheet as shown in Fig. 20 was derived. 

Most of the liquid waste is treated for Pu recovery. The solid waste consists 
of 60% soft and 40% hard waste and Pu recovery is performed on about 20% of the 
solid waste. 
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Liquid waste Solid waste 

FIG. 20. Scheme for alpha waste treatment and conditioning at ALKEM. 

7.1.1.2. Washing processes for Pu recovery 

Several processes involving different types of equipment and agents are used 
according to the chemical form of Pu (Pu02 or Pu nitrate) and the nature of the 
waste (soft or hard) in order to improve the efficiency. Table XVII shows the rela-
tionship between the chemical form of the Pu, the nature of the waste and the ade-
quate process. 

TABLE XVII. WASHING OF SOLID ALPHA BEARING WASTE 

Contaminant 
Washing 
media 

Waste 
materials 

Washing 
apparatus 

Pu dioxide Freon Soft Washing machine 

Aqueous Hard Ultrasonic bath 
solutions 

Pu nitrate Nitric acid Soft Washing machine 
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FIG. 21. Distribution of Pu in primary solid alpha bearing waste. 

Shredded soft waste Liquid waste, water 

FIG. 22. Cementation of TRU waste with a continuous screw blender (M indicates location 
of motors). 
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Outer lid 

Inner lid 

Metallic waste 

Organic shredded 
waste particles *5mm 

Inner glassfibre reinforced 
polyester liner 

FIG. 23. Vented 200 L drum with cemented TRU waste. 

A rough guideline is that 80% of the Pu is contained in 20% of the waste or 
80% of the waste holds not more than 20% of the Pu. This was determined by assay-
ing the Pu distribution in the waste as it was bagged out (Fig. 21). 

These numbers are specific for the Alkem plant and may not be transferrable 
to other facilities. 

Water with detergents, diluted nitric acid and freon are used as washing agents. 
A small drum washing machine or a tank with the addition of ultrasonic agitation 
is used for the recovery. The recovery rates achieved are in the range of 60-95% 
depending on the original Pu content, the age of the waste and the nature of the waste 
or the surface conditions. 

These washing procedures have the common advantage that the washing solu-
tions can be recycled after adequate treatment, thus secondary waste is avoided. 

7.1.1.3. Cementation process 

In order to avoid settling out of the waste form before setting of the cement, 
the soft waste stream is shredded to particles of about 5 mm in size. It is blended 
with cement and the liquid waste by a continuous screw blender (Fig. 22). The flow 
of all three materials can be regulated separately. This process control is part of the 
quality assurance of the waste form. 

The blend of BFS, liquid and solid (soft) waste is poured directly into a 200 L 
drum containing pieces of hard waste. Figure 22 also shows the drum connection to 
the box by a bagless posting system. 
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7.1.1.4. Waste form properties 

The drum is filled to about 95 % with the waste form. Currently Alkem self-
imposed a limit of 20 g Pu/drum, but the draft of the Konrad criteria states that this 
number could be raised to 30 g for an isotopic composition typically found in LWRs. 
In order to avoid pressurization during intermediate storage until Konrad goes into 
operation, the drums are vented by a double filter system as shown in Fig. 23. 

At the time that the process was developed it was anticipated that the 200 L 
drum would be acceptable by the repository as a waste package. Subsequently it has 
been decided to accept 200 L drums only in containers. Details of the Konrad pack-
ages have been outlined in Section 6. 

7.1.2. Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre [79, 98] 

All low and medium level wastes arising at KfK are treated, conditioned and 
packaged in the central waste treatment facility (HDB). Waste management services 
are offered at the following facilities: 

— all KfK laboratories and nuclear reactors, 
— the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant (WAK), 
— the European Institute for Transuranium Elements, 
— the Baden-Württemberg State collection centres, 
— the Alkem fuel element fabrication plant, 
— other external facilities, e.g. nuclear reactors, to the extent permitted by the 

processing capacities available. 

The majority of the 12 000 m3 of radioactive wastes to be processed annually 
are slightly alpha contaminated. Prior to treatment, no separation is performed of 
alpha bearing from non-alpha bearing primary wastes because under the disposal 
conditions currently applicable to non-heat generating wastes, 28 g Pu are admissible 
per package, depending on the group of waste form involved. 

The main methods of treatment and conditioning are described below. 

(a) Non-burnable LLW and MLW 

After separation of organic phases, the liquid LLW and MLW streams, respec-
tively, are vaporized in a vapour compression evaporator and a natural convection 
evaporator, respectively. The concentrates are alkalized, mixed and solidified with 
cement in 200 L drums, the water to cement ratio being about 0.4. The drums are 
placed into shielded reinforced concrete containers, the cavities are filled with mor-
tar, and the package is transferred to the interim storage facility for non-heat generat-
ing waste. 
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(b) Non-burnable solid LLW/MLW 

Hulls and structural parts as well as dissolver residues from reprocessing are 
solidified with cement in 200 L drums and transferred as heat generating packages 
to the interim storage facility. Small contaminated components prior to cementation 
are decontaminated, if possible. 

For this method, several caissons are available, including a 500 m3 volume 
caisson for alpha bearing waste. Austenitic steels are either subjected to chemical 
treatment or to electropolishing; ferritic steels are sand-blasted. 

Those components for which clearance for further use cannot be given (alpha 
contamination >0.05 Bq/cm2 and/or total activity >74 Bq/g) are compacted in a 
high pressure press. The compacted waste is filled into 200 L drums which are 
embedded in cement in a steel container. In case the alpha activity exceeds 
1 x 108 Bq/m3, solid non-burnable waste or mixed scrap which cannot be sorted is 
incorporated into cement without further treatment. 

(c) Solid and liquid burnable wastes 

Solid burnable waste with an alpha activity < 5 x 107 Bq/m3 is incinerated 
in a pit furnace provided with a secondary combustion chamber (throughput 
50 kg/h). The ashes are compacted. Alpha bearing solids of <5 x 1010 Bq/m3 are 
incinerated in a specially built incineration plant installed in an alpha tight caisson. 
The throughput of that incineration facility is 50 kg/h. In a third facility, with a 
throughput of 30 L/h, liquid burnable materials (alpha activity < 5 x 109 Bq/m3) 
are incinerated. All incineration facilities are provided with separate flue gas clean-
ing sections which include hot gas filtering candles, scrubber systems and HEPA 
filters. 

(d) Interim storage 

KfK/HDB is operating interim storage facilities for heat generating and non-
heat generating waste packages. In the interim storage facility for non-heat generat-
ing packages, only containers of 7.4 m3 gross volume and a surface dose rate of 
< 2 mSv/h are handled which satisfy the provisional disposal conditions applicable 
to the Konrad mine. The capacity of that storage facility is 5000 steel plate and rein-
forced concrete containers accommodating alpha bearing conditioned waste. For 
heat generating waste two storage vaults are available which are equipped with 
remotely operated devices and which have a total capacity of 2500 drums of 200 L. 
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7.2. UNITED KINGDOM [63, 99] 

In the United Kingdom, alpha bearing wastes are generated during fuel 
manufacture, reprocessing operations, research projects and weapons manufacture. 
This section describes the alpha waste treatment facilities being proposed by BNFL 
at Sellafield, specifically for treatment of the alpha wastes generated during fuel 
fabrication and reprocessing operations. In the UK, alpha wastes are referred to as 
PCMs. 

BNFL's current policy for PCMs from the various fuel cycle process plants 
at Sellafield is that they should be suitably contained in order that they might be 
placed in a disposal site or stored to await future treatment. 

The proposed waste treatment complex (WTC) is a self-contained process plant 
with maintenance and amenity facilities that may be used to sort, prepare and drum 
PCM in readiness for disposal, further treatment or storage. The PCM processed 
could be both current arisings from Sellafield plants and backlog stocks currently 
held on site. 

The PCM feeds tó the plant would be: 

(a) Drums of material from current operations and from backlog stores, 
(b) HEPA filters that are held in stillages, 
(c) Contents of small bagless transfer containers. 

The PCM would be removed from its container and then sorted into shreddable 
and non-shreddable categories. Shreddable items are shredded to reduce the volume 
and are then drummed. Non-shreddable items are packed directly in drums. Filters, 
spark arrestors and contaminated empty drums are crushed prior to drumming. Bot-
tles of liquid that may be received are removed from the other materials for separate 
treatment. Cementation facilities can be provided for that fraction of the waste which 
may be encapsulated. 

7.2.1. Plant process 

It is intended that the integrated waste treatment plant will contain the follow-
ing major items of plant and facilities: 

(1) Receipt/dispatch area for drums with conveyors, an area for surface contami-
nation monitoring and a buffer store; 

(2) Receipt bay and transport system for filters and spark arrestors held in 
stillages; 

(3) Drum transfer system of conveyers and elevators used for transporting, posi-
tioning and manipulating drums within the process plant; 

(4) Drum opening cell with a laser cutting device; 
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(5) Packet opening and sorting cell with glove boxes containing equipment to open 
sacks, X ray and assay waste packets and to sort wastes into appropriate 
categories using mass spectrometry measurements (MSMs); 

(6) Waste shredding cell containing two shredders for high and low contamination 
wastes respectively; 

(7) Used drum and filter crushing cell with a hydraulic crusher and equipment for 
loading crushed material into drums; 

(8) Plant for loading non-shreddable waste into drums; 
(9) Waste drum grouting plant with grout preparation and application equipment 

as well as a curing store. 

7.2.1.1. Process operations 

(a) Receipt of drummed PCM 

The current arisings drums, the backlog drums and the bagless transfer con-
tainers containing PCMs that are to be processed in the WTC are all to be delivered 
to the building in an enclosed 'trailer' capable of holding 10 drums. By means of 
remotely controlled conveyers and an aisle stacker, the drums are passed to a receipt 
station where they are checked for external contamination then weighed, labelled and 
finally placed in the buffer store. 

(b) Buffer store 

The buffer store will hold up to 30 drums which will be stacked 2 high in 
2 rows. The store will hold: 

— Receipt drums prior to assay for fissile content, 
— Receipt drums after assay that are not immediately required by the process 

plant, 
— Ungrouted product drums ready for dispatch which have been assayed for fis-

sile content and monitored for surface contamination. 

Grouted product drums will not be held in the buffer store. Transfer of drums 
in and out of the buffer store will be performed by a remote controlled aisle stacker 
and driverless bogie. 

(c) Assay room 

The feed drums and the product drums will be assayed for fissile material con-
tent when they are received into the WTC and before they are dispatched. The assay 
functions will be performed by two gamma spectrometers to determine isotopic com-
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position of uranium if possible and by a passive neutron coincidence counter for 
measuring plutonium content. 

A neutron interrogation instrument for determining fissile content may also be 
included at some time in the future. The results of the assay will be recorded by a 
minicomputer housed next to the control room. 

(d) Receipt of HEPA filters 

Stillages carrying up to 12 filters will be transported to the WTC building and 
delivered to a separate filter receipt bay. The stillages will be unloaded using con-
veyers and a manually operated fork lift truck which will transport them to the 
crusher cell. 

(e) Drum opening 

Drums to be processed will be removed from the buffer store using the aisle 
stacker and then transferred to the drum elevator that lifts the drum to the drum open-
ing cell on the first floor. Drums will be put into the opening cell through a sphincter 
seal to prevent the escape of contamination from the glove box. The sphincter seal 
will have a drum in it at all times to ensure that there is no contamination escape. 
All backlog drums, whether a single 200 L drum or a 200 L drum with a 400 L over-
drum, will be opened using a laser. The opening cell will cater to the eventuality that 
all drums will be cut open by laser. If a suitable drum for current arisings is avail-
able, however, that can be opened by MSMs, it will be used. 

Once the drum has been opened, the contents are tipped into a sack receipt port 
that forms the entrance to the process glove box system. All spent drums will be 
transferred directly to the crusher plant via an airlock. 

Bagless transfer containers will be transferred into the drum opening cell and 
then attached to the sack opening box. The contents will then be discharged from 
the container into the box and the container sent for reuse. 

(f) Sack opening 

All current arisings, and most backlog material, will be in sealed sacks which 
will be opened by a hot knife and MSMs or another suitable method. Individual items 
and packets of waste will be placed on the conveyer system using MSMs. Heavy 
items will be removed at this stage and drummed. Items such as bottles of liquid will 
be removed for separate treatment. Bulk items such as tents may be reduced in size 
before being passed on. 
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(g) X ray and weighing station 

Each packet will be passed through an X ray machine to enable the operators 
to identify the packets that may contain non-combustible or non-shreddable 
materials. The packets will also be weighed at this point. 

(h) High/low plutonium content segregation 

Packets of shreddable waste will be transferred from the X ray machine to a 
station where their Pu and 235U content can be assessed to enable them to be catego-
rized into 'high' or 'low' Pu and 235U content. The classification of packets as 
'high' or 'low' is based on their Pu and 235U content per unit weight. The terms 
high or low may change according to policy or regulations regarding the Pu content 
of material going for disposal. 

(i) Packet opening 

Packets suspected of containing non-shreddable or non-combustible materials 
will be opened with a hot knife. The contents of the packet will be sorted into com-
bustible and non-combustible materials and the combustibles including the wrapping 
will be sent for shredding. Non-combustibles will be assessed for plutonium content 
and then placed in an appropriate drum. 

(j) Shredders 

Some non-combustibles may be routed to the shredders if desired. Two shred-
ders will be provided which will discharge shredded material directly into drums. 
Provided that the disposal routes for the PCMs available to BNFL make waste clas-
sification worthwhile, one shredder will be assigned to high plutonium content 
material and the other to low. 

Instrumentation will be fitted below both shredders to measure the filling level 
of the drums and the total quantity of plutonium discharged to the drums. All the 
shredder operations will be controlled remotely from the control room using the 
computer system. 

(k) Crusher 

A crusher will be used to crush spent drums so that they can be put into new 
drums and sent for storage or disposal. 

Filters will also be crushed prior to being drummed for disposal. The filters 
are removed manually from the stillage and placed on a conveyer that loads the filters 
into the crusher box airlock. The filters are then conveyed by remote control into 
the crusher box. The crusher discharges into a drum via a loading box. 
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(1) Drum transfer assay and monitoring 

Filled drums will be monitored for surface contamination before being trans-
ferred to the assay room. Drums intended for grouting will be transferred to the 
grouting station; other drums will be transferred to the buffer store. 

(m) Grouting and curing 

Shredded combustible alpha bearing wastes such as gloves, PVC and tissues 
are placed into a basket within a drum. The basket is lidded and the whole package 
placed on a vibrating table. A PFA/OPC grout is then prepared using a high shear 
mixer and placed into a pumping vessel. The grout is then transferred into the radio-
active area and then to the drum which is being vibrated to assist infilling. A 
diagrammatic representation of the process is given in Fig. 24. 

The grout initially flows to the bottom of the package via the drum/basket 
annulus. As it fills the drum initially the waste floats on the grout owing to its lower 
density (approximately 1000 kg/m3 compared to 1760 kg/m3 for the grout). The 
flotation causes the waste to compress against the top of the basket. Once fully com-
pressed, the grout begins to infill the waste voidage. As the voidage in the com-
pressed waste is low, the grout must be very fluid to achieve effective infilling of 
the waste. When the grouting has been completed the sample is sealed and left to 
set for 24 h. After this period a capping layer of inactive grout is poured onto the 
top surface to fix any loose surface contamination and to minimize voidage. 

7.3. JAPAN 

The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) has 
been developing and demonstrating the treatment and conditioning technologies for 
alpha bearing wastes generated during the fuel reprocessing, MOX fuel fabrication 
and hot cell experimental works at the Tokai Works and the Oarai Engineering 
Centre. 

7.3.1. Reprocessing wastes 

Radioactive wastes generated in the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (0.7 tU/d) have 
been managed as shown in Fig. 25 [100]. 

High level liquid waste (HLLW) is now under the temporary storage and will 
be vitrified in the Tokai Vitrification Facility (TVF) in 1990. 

Low level liquid waste (LLLW) is transferred to the LLW treatment facility 
which combines several processes such as evaporation, flocculation, sand filtration, 
neutralization and adsorption. The resultant concentrates and sludges from evapora-
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tion and flocculation are solidified in the bituminization pilot plant, utilizing a 
horizontal extruder [61]. In the extruder, with a dehydration capacity of about 
200 L/h, the liquid wastes are blended with bitumen, dehydrated and poured into 
drums. Bitumen filled drums are cooled and transferred in a special cask to the 
storage facility. 

The solvent wastes from the solvent regeneration process are washed with 
sodium carbonate, followed by separation of dodecane and TBP using phosphoric 
acid. After the removing of impurities, dodecane is either reused or incinerated. On 
the other hand, separated TBP is blended with PVC or epoxy resin in drums to make 
them uniform and the resultant waste packages are transferred to the storage facility 
[34]. 

Solid wastes are classified into HLSW and LLSW. The LLSW is treated by 
incineration or compaction to achieve volume reduction. The resultant incinerator 
ashes, compacted wastes and other raw LLSW such as alpha contaminated waste 
(TRU waste) and highly contaminated beta and gamma waste are packed into a 200 L 
drum to be transferred to the storage facility. 

The combined system of the centrifugal thin film evaporator and horizontal 
paddle dryer has been developed to convert the evaporator concentrate to the durable 
waste form. To achieve a higher volume reduction ratio, several separation technolo-
gies such as adsorption, filtration and ion exchange are under investigation. 

As for solvent wastes, two types of inorganic immobilization technologies have 
been investigated. One of them is the pyrolysis with synthetic mica, which is 
expected to retain phosphorous and radionuclides in the layer structure. Another is 
the oxidative decomposition with hydrogen peroxide in the aqueous solution by using 
copper oxide as the catalyst [101]. 

7.3.2. MOX fuel fabrication wastes 

The PNC Tokai plant operates three MOX fuel fabrication facilities. The pluto-
nium contaminated wastes originated in these facilities are classified into three 
categories: combustibles, non-combustibles and chlorine containing organics. In 
November 1987 PNC began the active operation of the PWTF at Tokai to melt the 
PCM to produce the durable waste forms such as ceramic-like blocks and metallic 
ingots [48] (Fig. 26). 

The volume reduction and stabilization processes, as well as the initial phases 
of the melting process, take place in the three kinds of operation units: the conven-
tional incinerator, the cyclone incinerator and the acid digestion process for paper, 
clothes, woods, plastics, rubber and HEPA filters. The resulting incinerated ash, 
acid digestion residues and slags from the metal melting process are mixed and 
melted without any additives by powering microwaves. A 30 kg ceramic-like block 
in the stainless steel canister is produced as a result. The major phases of the waste 
form are forsterite, anothite and augite. 
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The metallic wastes are introduced into the electroslag melting unit and melted 
in the water cooled copper mould. The slag is the mixture of Ca0Al203. As the 
contaminants such as plutonium and uranium oxides are moved to the molten slag 
pool during melting, the metallic wastes are converted into the slightly contaminated 
100 kg metallic ingots at the bottom of the molten slag pool. The reusable slags 
mixed with above mentioned ash and residues by powering microwave are also con-
verted into the durable ceramic like blocks. 

Non-destructive assay (NDA) techniques have been developed including the 
passive gamma and the passive neutron methods. These methods are being applied 
to the alpha bearing wastes in the PWTF. The active neutron method will also be 
introduced. 

7.3.3. Waste Dismantling Facility 

The Oarai Engineering Centre in Japan has several hot cell laboratories for 
post-irradiation tests and also the experimental fast reactor, JOYO. 

Most of alpha bearing wastes arising from these facilities are being conditioned 
by mainly bituminization at the PWTF. However, bulk wastes beyond the capability 
of the treatment facility have arisen from the hot laboratories. Therefore, the Waste 
Dismantling Facility (WDF) was constructed in 1983 for the purpose of decontami-
nation, dismantling and sectioning of bulk wastes [102,103]. 

These wastes are classified into three categories such as RH alpha wastes, 
CH alpha wastes and 0-y wastes. After classification, these wastes are first decon-
taminated by a high pressure water spray, cut into pieces by plasma cutting and hack-
saw, compacted, if possible, and packaged and transferred to the storage facility. 

In addition, decontamination by electropolishing, ice blasting and redox reac-
tion, and remote dismantling by automated and remote plasma torch cutting are 
under investigation in the WDF. 

7.4. BELGIUM [63,104] 

In Belgium, legal responsibility for radioactive waste management has been 
given to the National Agency for Radioactive Waste and Fissile Materials 
(NIRAS/ONDRAF). This Agency makes and enforces specifications for conditioned 
waste packages. 

Typically, the following criteria should be met: 

(i) Conditioning should be irreversible, i.e. there should be no means of 
retrieving the waste from the package; 

(ii) Empty spaces in the packages should be restricted to a minimum; 
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(iii) Packages should contain no liquid; 
(iv) Packages should resist a pressure of 40 MPa; 
(v) Global density should be higher than 1200 kg/m3; 
(vi) Radiation intensity at the surface of the packages should be lower than 

10 mSv/h. 

The aim of NIRAS/ONDRAF is to standardize the conditioned waste packages 
as much as possible. The retained standard is a 400 L drum with a tightly closed lid 
containing waste insolubilized or encapsulated with concrete. However, some old 
conditioning installations still produce 220 L drums with waste encapsulated in 
bitumen. 

7.4.1. Classification 

7.4.1.1. Liquid waste 

According to current licensing documents, non-alpha bearing LLLW is waste 
containing less than: 

37 GBq/m3 /З-7 emitters 
0.74 GBq/m3 90Sr 
0.074 GBq/m3 a emitters 
0.015 GBq/m3 226Ra. 

Alpha bearing LLLW is waste containing less than 37 GBq/m313-y emitters 
and less than 0.74 GBq/m3 90Sr, but more than 0.074 GBq/m3 a emitters and/or 
more than 0.015 GBq/m3 226Ra. It is divided into three subclasses: 

(a) Ra liquids: liquids containing significant quantities of 226Ra (up to 
75 GBq/m3); 

(b) Pu liquids: liquids containing no radium but significant quantities of fissile 
materials. They are subdivided into: 
— low Pu liquids: less than 10 mg/L Pu; 
— high Pu liquids: more than 10 mg/L Pu; 

(c) Other alpha liquids: liquids containing significant quantities of a emitters, but 
neither radium nor fissile materials. 

Medium level liquid waste contains more than 37 GBq/m3 of emitters, 
regardless of the concentration of a emitters, and with exclusion of the first cycle 
reprocessing waste, which is HLLW and falls beyond the scope of this document. 

7.4.1.2. Solid waste 

Non-alpha bearing LLSW is waste with a radiation intensity at the surface of 
the primary package lower than 0.2 mSv/h and containing less than 37 GBq/m3 
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/8-7 emitters and less than 37 MBq/m3 a emitters, without radium, thorium or 
TRUs. The uranium concentration must be lower than 1 wt% and the enrichment 
must be lower than 4% 235U. The external contamination is limited to 40 kBq/m2 

for a emitters. 
Alpha bearing LLSW is waste with a radiation intensity at the surface of the 

primary package lower than 0.2 mSv/h and containing less than 37 GBq/m3 

/З-7 emitters and containing also TRUs and/or more than 0.037 GBq/m3 a emitters 
being less than 3.7 GBq/m3. The uranium concentration must be lower than 1 wt%. 
The external contamination is limited to 40 kBq/m2 for /З-7 emitters and 4 kBq/m2 

for a emitters. 
According to its origin, alpha bearing LLSW is divided into two subclasses: 

(1) Alpha suspect LLSW is waste from which no alpha radiation can be detected 
or measured. It comes from controlled areas of plants using a emitters, but not 
from inside the glove boxes. 

(2) Alpha contaminated LLSW is waste from which alpha radiation can be 
detected or measured. It comes from inside the glove boxes using a emitters. 

Alpha bearing special LLSW is waste with a radiation intensity at the surface 
of the primary package of lower than 0.2 mSv/h, but which does not satisfy the other 
criteria stated above. It can be divided into the following subclasses: 

— Radium waste; 
— Thorium waste; 
— Waste containing large quantities of fissile materials (for example, glove boxes 

to be dismantled); 
— Waste containing large quantities of other a emitters (for example, waste from 

chemical research, sources from smoke detectors, etc.). 

Medium level solid waste has a radiation intensity at the surface of the primary 
package of higher than 0.2 mSv/h, regardless of the activity concentration of a or 
/3-7 emitters. 

7.4.2. Treatment and conditioning of alpha bearing wastes 

7.4.2.1. Liquid waste 

All other alpha bearing liquids and medium level liquids are gathered together 
and treated in the Eurobitume installation at Mol, Belgium, which first decon-
taminates the mixture by chemical precipitation and then incorporates the resulting 
sludge into bitumen by means of a kneading extruder. The resulting drums must be 
managed as medium level conditioned waste. 
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7.4.2.2. Solid waste 

(a) Alpha suspect LLW 

This waste is sorted in an alpha tight room to remove the items which are 
unsuitable for high temperature slagging incineration; those items are treated 
together with alpha contaminated LLSW. The remaining materials are shredded and 
homogenized; eventually non-alpha bearing wastes and/or additives are used to 
improve slag quality or to equilibrate the general material balance of the plant. Then 
the mixture is melted at 155°C, yielding highly insoluble basaltic granules. The off-
gases are cooled, filtered on bag filters, then washed with caustic, reheated and 
finally HEPA filtered before release through the stack. The granules are encapsu-
lated in concrete. 

(b) Alpha contaminated LLW 

This waste is cut and/or compacted if possible together with the suspect waste 
unsuitable for incineration. The resulting compacts are encapsulated in bitumen. 
Those operations are carried out in an alpha tight room by personnel wearing frog-
men suits. This installation gives poor volume reduction factors and the equipment 
has reached the end of its useful life. Therefore there is a plan to switch to supercom-
paction, which would increase both processing efficiency and personnel safety. 

Radium waste will be treated in the last run of the aforementioned compacting 
installation, just before dismantling. 

For waste containing large quantities of a emitters, a dismantling installation 
is being built for glove boxes. 

The MLSW is placed in thick walled concrete containers for decay storage. 
Those containers can be fitted with lead or cast iron shields if necessary. The well 
known Eurostorage complex at Mol is used for interim storage of conditioned 
medium level waste. 

NIRAS/ONDRAF retains two options for waste disposal: shallow land dis-
posal in near surface engineered facilities (bunkers) and deep geological disposal in 
clay. 

All alpha bearing waste except perhaps the alpha suspect LLSW should be 
emplaced in the geological disposal facility. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

Cement and bitumen processes have already been successfully applied to alpha 
waste conditioning on the industrial scale in many of the IAEA Member States. 

Cement systems based on BFS and pozzolanic cements have emerged as the 
principal encapsulation matrices for the full range of alpha bearing wastes. 

Alternative technologies, such as polymers and ceramics, are being developed 
for specific waste streams but are unlikely to meet widespread application owing to 
cost and process complexity. 

The merits of alpha waste conditioning are improved performance in transport, 
storage and disposal combined with enhanced public perception of waste manage-
ment operations. These factors need to be assessed in relation to the economic and 
radiological implications of conditioning. 
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